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HARD OR SOFT VALVES ? (see p. 399)
COIL
WINDING
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Price 3d.
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Fourvalve Receiver in a Lacquer Cabinet (Electric ANli
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Hear it all over the room on
the Petophone III and a Peto-pan.

special appeal. It has been designed

primarily to give a big volume of
clear, undistorted sound, and we
guarantee it to operate a Loud
Speaker up to zo miles from London,
Manchester, Birmingham, New-

castle, Cardiff' and Glasgow - the
BBC Broadcasting Stations.

We give this Guarantee in the

fullest

sense

of

the word - the

Petophone

III

and

the

Pets -pan

must give you every satisfaction

during a seven days' trial in your

own home, or your money willingly
refunded in full. You areto be the
sole judge.
One rotating dial controls the
whole of the tuning. It is the sim-

plest possible Instrument to useeven a child could

get splendid

Ready for
immediate use-absolutely nothing more to buy.
results from it at once.

PETO-SCOTT CO., Ltd.
Featherstone House,

64, HIGH HOLBORN. W.C.2.

size diaphragm. Gives

excellent

',,,Fee to BBC extra, 3/.

all accessories-in a mahogany
Cabinet at a reasonable price.

FOR those who live near a
Broadcasting
Station, the
Petophone III will make a

with adjustable double
volume free
from distortion.

complete with

A

The
Peto-pan
Loud Speaker, fitted

Specification
Solid Mahogany Cabinet, hand polished throughout. Valves located in Cabinet away front
possible damage. Back -hinged to permit Valves

being removed. A six -stud switch gives range
from 30o metres to. goo metres, but this can be
increased by the addition of suitable loading

coils inserted in place of plug shown above
switch.

Two rheostats are provided and Valves viewed
during- peration through holes provided in Panel

Equipment
The following is supplied without extra charge :
One 6 -Volt 40 amp. hours Accumulator.
One H.T. Battery 6o Volts.

One pair of Western Electric Headphones,
iso feet of stranded copper Aerial Wire.
Two Shell Insulators.

NOTE.-No Valves are supplied, these should
be purchased locally owing to risk of breakage
during transit.

£I6 -I6-0
When required for use with

Broadcast Licence, this Instrument must be stamped BBC at
an extra cost of £3. The royalty
to Marconi Co., Ltd., is being
paid by us.

Booklet

Catalogue of Radio
Components 32 pp.
fully illustrated,

d.

6d.

showing

how to build your

Multi - Valve
own
Receiving Set in
Units.
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O EIUS

S Scientific lfienyrtrument

.

77, CLERKENWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.
lEtbibiti011Wari)o-London,

ESTABLISHED 1850.

HEADPHONES
Genuine. French Telephones,
poles in each earpiece. 4,000 ohms with
cords (Double ReCeivers) ... post free

French " Brunet

22/6

4,000 ohms

Postage Flee.

111.1111111111144-thiv'inomio

Headphones

I

POSTAGE 9d.

.CO1

'00073
'0003
'0003

1

3

10 x 6
17 x 5

2
3
5

8

7 x 5i

0002
'0001

5/6
46
3/6
3/.

29
19
13
7

11/6

' 0003

5/6

'00005

Fixed Condensers, with terminals on ebonite. .0003,
.0005, .001, .002, .003, 1/6; by post, 1/9; .004, 1/9;
by post, 2/-.
Variable Grid Leak for thermionic valves, 61 each,

By post, 2/6.

Terminals, telephone, with nut and washer,
2/- doz. By post. 25.
No. 1 Terminals, with nut and wa=sher, 1/6 doz. By
post, 2/-.
Terminals (large), aerial and earth, complete with
2 nuts and 2 washers (2 B.A.), 2' for Bd. By

No.

Postage 11- per set extra.

washer, 2/- doz.
4

post, 1/..

grid.

WIRELESS PARTS

5/. set. By post, 5/6.
... dozen 2d.
Brass Washers, 2, 3, 4 or 5 B.A.
dozeu 4d.
2, 3, 4 or 5 B.A. ...
Nuts,
Brass Rod (screwed) each 5d.
2 B.A., in 12 -in. lengths
each Oid.
3 B.A., in 12 -in. lengths
... each 4d.
4 B.A., in 12 -in. lengths ...
... each 31d.
6 B.A., in 12 -in. lengths ...
Contact Studs, t in. by in., complete with nut and
washer, 6d. doz.

by 3

-...

2/9

3/-

4/.

51.

2/7

63

3/.

3/6

4/6

95

3/7

4/1

140
200

414

4/8

30

530
716
950
1,300-

262

5/6/7/-

5/6
7/3
8/3

2/6
3/2
3/6
3/10

32
34

36"

2,000

8/8

10/.

6!6/7/8/9/.
12/.

6/.
8/.

26
28

3/- and 4!-.
Inductance Coils Wound Enamel Wire, 12 by 4, 3/3.
By post, 5/-.
6 yd. for 2/4.
By
IA Insulating Sleeving, 5d. yd
Post, 2'8.
2/6
per
doz.
4
for
11d.;
By
post,
Insulators, Egg,
3/6 doz.
Insulators, Reel, 2d. each. By post, 2/6 doz.
Intervalve Transformers (low frequency), tested and
guaranteed 5-1, 141- each. By post, 15/-.
Knobs, with brass nut (2 B.A.), 41d. each. By post,
7d.' 6 for 2!- By post, 2/6.
Large Spacer Washers, 3 doz., 9d. By post, 1/-.
Lead-in Tubes, ebonite with brass terminals, 9 in.,
1/2. By Post, 1/6. 12 in., 1/4. By post, 118.
Slider and Plunger, 5d. By post, 7d.
Slider Knob, Plunger and 13 in. rod, Sd. the set.
Cannot be sent by post.
Small Spacer Washers, 6 doz. 1/-. By post, 1/4.
Switch Arms, with polished knob, bushed 2 B.A. nur,
laminated blade, spring coil washer, 'nuts and
bush, 1/6, 2/. each. By post, 1/9, 2!-.

Tin Foil, flee from lead. Sheets, 17 in. by 11
each, 415.
mils and washer,. Id. each.
Valve LegS,
1/3; 2,0d qualify, 1/-.

TRADE SUPPLIED
Terms on Application

NI It

is. 6d

,

cuts,

1

-

10/12/6
13/6
15/6

412
414

4/8

Carborundum 6d

Molybdenite 6d
Iron Pyrites
Galena
Graphite

6d
6d
6d

Dram

Tellurium 2s 6d

Ratio 5 to 1
Post Free,

5 /-

The most suitable transformer for panel mountin

Celluloid Accumulators
Our Coil holders are made in

Post free.

22/.

solid

Ebonite, matt finish, and are be.

yond doubt the best on the market

each

We are introducing a new model consisting
of individual two volt units. This MODEL
to be known as T.9 has an actual capacity of
18 ampere hours, and an intermittent capacity
of 34 ampere hours.

;

Valve Holders, turned ebonite, complete

362
530

9/.

Size 3 X 3 X 11. Ebonite Top and Bottom

Crystal Detectors on Ebonite. Each 2/6. By post,
3/-. Also 3/3; by post, 3/9.
Crystal Detector, cup enclosed with glass cover, dust
proof, 416. By post, 5/3.
Ebonite Dials, with engraved scale 0.180, 1/. each.

By post, 116.
Engraved 1vorine Scales, 0-180 round ends, 41d.
Filament Resistances. Each 2/6 and 3;5. By post,

9
9

Inter valve Transformers

3d.

each

4

- Post free -

thickness,

in.

4

1

.

39s

140
230
340

24

6d
Bornite
6d
Copper Pyrites 6d
Wood's Metal 6d

gross; by post, 6/,
Basket Coils, 7 in set,

in.

y
22

Zinci te
Silicon

Aerial Wire, 7/22 bare copper, stranded. Price per
100 ft., 2/9. By post, 4/3.
Aluminium Vanes, 2 doz., V-. By post, 1/6. 5/ -

12

1

S.W.C. per lb. per r,000 S.C.C. D.C.C. S.S.C. D. S.C. Eninld,

" Hertzite

AND ACCESSORIES

Copper Foil Sheets, uniform

.

Wireless Crystals

Coil Holders

composed of a special compound to vary the

lb.

7

3

6
6

ohms

yds.

No. 3 Terminals, 2 B..1., with nut and washer. 216
doz.
By post, 3/,
No. 2 Terminals, War Office Pattern, with nut and

12/6

9

9

12 10

Other sizes in stock. A charge of 3d. extra is
made for reeling off in small quantities.
Postage extra.

Na. 2

16!-

-Dot

7

...
...

British Made Copper Wires.
Prices Per lb.

1\10. 3

Microlds.

£
1

171X 8/
18 X 18
36 x 18

Instrument Wires

No. 4

Assembled Complete for
Cabinet Mounting.
Approx.
Price.
Capacity

7/5
6/9

57
43

Any Size cut.
12 X

7

4X4

No. I

VARIABLE CONDENSERS
I

99

s. d.

8x1

4.000 ohms, postage 9.1.

CONDENSERS.

Melbourne. 1880.

3" thick

French "Sidep" Headphones, 21 -

Complete Sets of Parts,
Approx.
No.
Capacity
of
Price.
Hicrords. Plates.

Sydney, 1879.

"EBONITE

Terminals

1916

most sensitive obtainable, 6 Tungsten

1862.

Receiving Sets

(In Polished Mahogany or Oak Boxes.)

r -Valve ...
2 -Valve ...
3 -Valve ...
4 -Valve

£4 10 0
£8 8 0

plus Tax L't

£12 12 0
... £18 18 0

0

0

IS

0

J2

5
I.5

0
0

Accessories for the above.
Amplifiers

For 1 -Valve Set, £2 15 0. For 2 -Valve SA, £5 5 0.
For 3 -Valve Set, £7 0 0.

High Tension Battery, 60 -Volt

For

i, 2-, 3 or 4 -Valve Set

£0 12 0

Low Tension Accumulator, 6 -Volt

,

For

2-,

3

LI 12 0

or 4 -Valve Set
Valves

...

15/- each.

Telephones, complete, per pair, from 18/6 to £3. Note Any number of Telephones may be used with a Receiver.
Loud Speaker, adaptable to Nos.
3-, and 4 -Valve Sets,

R3 2 6 to £6 10 0,

2 volt
4 volt
6 volt

PRICE AS FOLLOWS
...
6/- each, post 9d.
11/9
1/-

.

17/6
1/6
H.T. Batteries, 3o volt, 6/- (by post, 7/6).
H.T. Batteries, Co volt,12/- (by post, 13/6)
...

Inductance Tubes
12 x 21 ... 4d,
to x 3 .. 5d.

CarcIlJuard.

12 x 31 6d.
12

x4

Bd.

Post 2d.

Mahogany Boxes
Polished

x 3} in.
x
x 5 in.
x'61 x 4 in.
13 x 6i x 4 in.
Ix

3/3/6

Post

3d.

4/6

6d.
t,'-

7/-

r/-
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CONOMIC

ELE CTR IC

..._

LTD.

ALLOW US TO INTRODUCE

I

OUR

WE STATE A FACT

"XTRAUDION"

Total
Resistance
2,100 ohms

VALVE

LIGHT AND COMFORTABLE
OWING TO THE FACT that many

February 7th, 1923.

" May I add a word of appreciation of your
" Xtraudion" Valve. The robust construction is remarkable and in my opinion it is the

Phones on the Market are wound to

4,000 ohms resistance, we reassure our

Customers that these Phones; will give equal

best valve on the market to -day. I have
tried every make and have proved my contention fully."

results and in addition they are more

robust, owing to the wire being thicker.

Filament consumption only .4 amp. at
4 *volts. Anode potential 50 volts. An

JUST OUT

-OUR

excellent Detector, unequalled amplifier
and good low -power transmitter.
Send for a sample to -day
SQUARE,

Showrooms:
303i EUSTON ROAD, N.W.1

MUSEUM 1055

Post pre 4d.

I

"COIL WINDING ON THE LOKAP MACHINE"

PRICE 1]--

NEW HANDBOOK.

M ITCH E I AT 4'S

ELECTRICAL

LTD.

McDERMOTT ROAD, PECKHAM, S.E.15

Price 15/ 40 PACE RADIO BOOK

I

B.B.C.

6d. extra

ALL FITTINGS NICKEL PLATED

Read what Mr. Philip Parker, of Woking, says
and Le guided by those who really do know.

I

If Stamped

SOUNDLY CONSTRUCTED

Thousands of Users agree with us.

F ITZROY
LONDON, W.1.

5/..
PER PAIR

is the most efficient three electrode valve
or all round reception yet produced.

Head 01/ice : 10,

TYPE

Headgear Telephones

when we say that the "E E C"

WOKING,

E

'Se
The :Th.

J_IiiiiiiiiiinTHE
.=

GRAMAPHIXiiiiiniaL,

LOUD SPEAKER

Universal Electric Supply fi!

==

Telephone :
3409 CITY

=
=,-=

4 BROWN STREET
&stab -shed

ONE DOOR FROM MARKFT ST

MANCHESTER

- 1892

G.P.O. Box No. 519.
Fully Illustrated Catalogue of Crystal and Valve Receiving Sets and Radio Supplies, post free 2d.

large 70 pp. Illustrated Catalogue, post free W.

This is

ordinary

a most efficient device to which the
headphones are clipped

and

the

Gramaphix mounted on the tone arm of a
gramophone. Straight or curved horns are
supplied to fit from 6/6, the Gramaphix 10/6,
making a complete loud speaker for 17/-.
We have a large stock

Crystal and Valve Sets

Materials. Demonstrations
given free.

Wireless List Post Free.

of Component Parts and

Telephone

1611 (? lines) Holborn.

B.B.C. in Stock.

Established
1828.

Telegrams
" Workfolk, London.'

11RICHARD MELHUISH
- ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS, TOOL, -

LTD.

MACHINE & HARDWARE MERCHANTS,

50, 51 & 84, FETTER LANE, E.C.4

U.E.S. SINGLE VALVE SET.

111111111111177

GIVES REMARKABLY GOOD RESULTS OVER A WIDE RADIUS.
Complete Set comprises Valve Panel, Marconi.Osrain Valve, 6 -volt A ccumulatar, High Tension Batter;
.,onnecting Wires, Aerial Wires, Insulators and Pair of Doable head Receivers, 4,000 ohms.

Price -

g9 12s. 6d.

Including Broadcasting Fees.
Carriage Paid.

Represents the finest value in Single Valve Sets ever offered.
111111111=

)7

and Elect r ics
Vol.
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The Home of the Call Letters
THE amateur starting wireless is natur-

necessary if the ether was to be kept in a

first, if the Morse code has not been pre-

The first International Conference forme..i
to decide this matter was held at Berlin in

ally only interested in telephony at fit state for the transmission of messages.

viously mastered; but as time goes on those
dots and dashes, which now and again seem
so rudely .to interrupt, rouse his curiosity.

It makes him feel he has only one .foot
in the stirrups of his hobby -horse, so he
decides to learn the code. This is easier
said than done, but with the help Qf an
enthusiastic: friend for buzzer practice a
receiving speed can be obtained which will

enable the listener -in to at least read the
call signs of telegraphy stations. A means

is thus afforded of judging the range of
one's set, as well as providing some interesting hours at any time of the day or
night. Having arrived at this stage the
amateur will no doubt be impressed by
the variety of call letters belonging to
various ships of different nationalities that
pass within his range, and might wonder
how it is arranged th.at every ship or shore

station throughout the whole world has
its own particular call. The answer can
be given briefly : "The Berne Bureau."
Switzerland has always been regarded as

an independent and neutral country, and
therefore it is not surprising that Berne,
its capital, has been selected to be the
seat of various international organisations.
Wire telegraphy was

instituted in 1837, and
developed

so

rapidly

that the Bureau of the
International
Union
graph

Telewas.

Work of Wide Scope

In addition to this it gathers informa
tion concerning all stations, their geographical

position,

this is known to the present day as the
Berne. Bureau. It mast 13-2 understood that
this section has no power to create,

work of the officials at Berne. When a
conference is called, however, the cost of
enforce, or delete any of the existing rules, organisation, which includes the supply
that, of course, can only be done at in- and printing of all necessary papers, is
ternational conferences; but it doe's allo- defrayed by an additional grant contricate all the call signs required by the buted by the varibus countries in proporvarious countrie,.
tion to a scale provided by a certain rule;
in the same way the
annual expenditure of
AN EASTER NOVELTY
the bureau is met.
On glancing through
a current -list of the
world's call signs (a
complete copy, by the
way, can be obtained
from Berne
at 18
francs, cost price), it
will be noticed that
they consist of three

these, as their, names
imply, are concerned

letters each, with
exception of Great Bri-

with securing uniformity of correspondence,
etc., between different

tain

and

the

United

States of America and
France, who have in

countries.

addition

The First Conference
When wireless was

some

four-

letter calls.
This illustrates the
rapid advance of Wire-

placed on a commer-

cial basis, about 19o3,
it was quickly realised
by everyone concerned
tions were absolutely

wavelength,

economical, efficient, and whole -hearted

formed there in 1868.
This agency was followed it 1875 by the
Postal and in 1886 by
the Copyright Union ;

that rules and regula-

range,

August of that year; but the Powers were hours of transmission, and the nature of
not unanimous with the proposals brought the work they perform. The efforts of
forward; Great Britain and Italy de- the bureau do not cease here; it advises
clined to agree With the other countries. the signatories of the convention of any
In 1906 another conference was again held proposed alterations to the existing rules;
in Berlin, where various agreements were collects and prepares for discussion any
signed. It was not until July, 1912, how- suggestions to be placed before the next
ever, that the regulations, as we know conference (arranged to take place about
them to -day, were finally drawn up. This every five years), and generally makes
was called the Radiotelegraphic Conven- itself useful as an exchange for all matters
tion of London, and Was representative of of international wireless importance.
practically all the countries of the world.
No doubt the, reader will picture to himOf course amendments and additions have self a vast building, housing an equally
been made from time to time, an im- large staff which would he required tc
portant one being the "Safety of Life at carry out The work outlined above, and
Sea," signed at London in January,
consequently costing thousands of pounds
Now it was agreed in 1912 to form a a year to maintain. That would be a
branch of th-. International Telegraph delusion-the cost is only 8o,000 francs
Union to deal Aith wireless matters, and per annum. This speaks volumes for the

less,

for

these

three

countries ran short of
the

This Receiver, made by a London enthusiast, works quite well and the London
Broadcasting Station is regularly received on it.

three -letter combinations allotted to
them in 1912. In 1917

matcur Wireless

the Berne Bureau set to work, in spite of
the war, and circularised to seventy-one
administrations a British proposal that the

letter "T " precede the call signs of any
country when they had exhausted their

398
that some measures be taken, so Great
Britain and the U.S.A. decided to adopt
temporary four-letter calls until such time
as a more satisfactory basis could be obtained. Instead of the "T" Great Britain
prefixed ."G," the United States K. N or
\V, and France various letters.

present stock. The result was that out of
twenty-eight replies twenty-three were in
favour of the "T." Germany wanted it
after the three letters, while Holland sug- Other Activities
gested the letter "P " be substituted as a
Reverting to more recent activities one
prefix for the "T." The other replies, finds that several important publications
namely, from France, Morocco and Tunis, - have their origin there. For instance, it
thought the matter had better be postponed issues a radiotelegraphic journal in
until the war was over. As no- complete French, which is considered to be the
agreement was forthcoming the sugges- official organ for every branch of the
tions were abortive, and the work of the science. The periodically revised alphabureau on this particular subject was betical list of calls, with its monthly
finished. Nevertheless, it was imperative supplements, printed in at least three

different languages, is a work which cannot be labelled "obsolete." A map of the
xsorld's stations, with particular reference
to coastal stations, together with steamship
routes and times taken, is published from
time to time.
The foregoing brief description will give

the reader some idea of the useful work

that has been done during the last ten
years, and especially during the war, when
information was naturally difficult to
collect.
The efforts of the director,
Colonel Dr. E. Frey, and his staff, in

"carrying on" during that trying period
will, it is hoped, help to link together all
the nations in one continuous chain of
friendship through the medium of univerW. G. N.
sal wireless.

A Multi -variable
Condenser

1111.111.1111

fa-
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and Vernier

;4=1.
7=-7:3-1

Fig. 3.-Arrangement of Plates.

Fig. 5.-Complete Condenser

'THIS article

describes a simple and

I efficient variable condenser, reliable

and cheap, and of easy construction, calling for no watch -like precision, and well
within the constructive ability of any
amateur.

For the sake of convenience a condenser

of twelve plates, 3 in. by 2 in., will be
described.

The box, etc., consists of

7/i

in. ebonite

or other like insulator, which, together
with the necessary zinc, screws and terminals, should cost about 3s.

one piece of zinc as Fig. 2. File all the are inserted in the box with the projecting
sharp ends and corners and run over the pieces on the other side of the box. This
whole with some fine emery -cloth or paper. terminal does not touch plates 7 to 12, but
After this the pieces are to be ironed out is connected by a wire to the switch arm,
between two hot domestic flatirons, which whilst plates 7 to 12 are connected one to
will effectively remove all kinks, bends, each of the contact screws (see Fig. 5).
etc.; they are then placed between two It will be seen that the switch arm, C, being
connected with terminal A, can be moved
to make electrical connection with plates
7, 8, 9, to, i t and/or 12, thus varying
the maximum capacity of the condenser

from I to 2.

The insu-

Plate No. r serves as a vernier for fine
tuning, and makes its connection with terminal B through a brass spring E connected
another of 3 in. by 3 in. will be sufficient.
with B and pressing on the upper side of
Fig. 2.-Top Plate.
Twelve' zinc plates, allowing for waste,
plate No. I. A scale may be affixed to the
will require, say, -54 ft. super of metal;
top of plate No. I. The switch handle, of
pieces
of
hard
wood,
screwed
up
tight
in
about 22 S.W.G. will be suitable. Then
course, must be made of insulating
there will be two terminals, six flat -headed a cramp, and put on one side until the Material.
copper or brass screws to form connecting other parts are ready to receive them.
By means of a small tenon or other saw
cut the ebonite to the required shapes and
sizes as shown by Figs. 3 and 4. The two
side pieces which are to carry the eleven

lating material can be purchased in cut
pieces, and a piece 6 in. by 6 in. and

fixed

plates and the one moving plate

should have in each of them twelve cuts

deep, as shown in Fig. 3.
These twelve cuts may be made simultaneously by using twelve pieces of old
about +6- in.

hack -saw blades, each about 2 in. long and

Fig. 1.-Shape of Condenser Plate.

spring brass +6- in. wide and 3y4. in. long,
and a piece of brass, say -31- in. thick, for
the switch required.
First of all, proceed to cut out the eleven
r

Fig. 4.-Section of Case.

each separated from the other by small

studs, some copper wire, one piece of

pieces of zinc to the shape of Fig.

f

and

pieces of zinc, and clamped between hardwood blocks on each side. The assembly
is used as a plough along a wooden guide.

It will be apparent from the foregoing

that the rough tuning can be done by

means of the contacts, throwing in one
The zinc plates 2 to 6 inclusive are plate at a time, and fractions added (or
connected by means of the projection on deducted as the case may be) by moving
the end of the plates, and plates 7 to 12 the sliding vernier plate.
W. P. A.
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Photograph of German Siemens-Halske Valve.

Finding the
Best Valve

Photograph of Dutch Valve.

THE next point to consider -is
the effect of hardness or softness in the valve. A hard valve
is pumped so "dry " that there is
practically

no

residue_ of

loud -speaker on the single valve
with

V-Hard or Soft Valves?

air.

Now this atom (Fig. 3) consists of a positive nucleus surrounded by several accompanying negative electrons. Owing to the
impact of the electron from the filament

is not easy to obtain, and it cannot be used
with the broadcasting licence. It is a
little valve with no name of its own made
in Holland. In character it is a com-

one of these is carried away and rushes
towards the plate (Fig. 4). Hence, in the
soft valve the electron stream from fila- promise between the very hard and the
ment to plate is very much denser than in very soft, working equally well with or
the hard valve, since each electron dis- without a grid -leak. On the filament it
charged collects another, or perhaps needs about 3.5 to 4 volts, with a current
several from the gas atoms met with on of rather less than half an ampere. These
its way.
valves vary considerably; some blueglow
And what happens to the mutilated, gas if the plate potential is more than 30
atoms ? Having lost one electron they at volts, other will stand So volts. The best
once seek a negative source in
order to attract a fresh one to
ob
replace the deserter. They fly
to the filament, whence they obtain the required electron.

ob
ob

Current in Hard Valve
In a hard valve there is only
one current to be considered-

ob

0
0

volume

to

make

lecture hall, you will ,realise what the
semi -soft valve can do.

Foreign Valves
Another useful rectifier is a captured
German valve, the Simens-Halske! which
can be bought for 7s. 6d. from, advertisers
in AMATEUR WIRELESS. Whilst it is not

quite- so good as the Dutch valve, the

Siemens-Halske is 20 per cent. better as a
rectifier or as a single valve than any of
our general-purpose valves-if, and it is a
big if, it is used properly. To
obtain the best results from it
use not more than 4 volts, and
tone the current down to .5 ampere. Most of them work most
satisfactorily with a grid ,leak
of 1-2 megohms, but there are
individuals that do better when
the leak is removed. The plate
potential
So volts.

0

0

anode, a small proportion coland then

Oa

0

the plate. The bulk of the
negative charges reach the

o

ob

the flow from the filament to

passes into the outside circuit
via the grid -leak. In the soft
valve there is a flow in both

sufficient

every note or word audible to all
sitting in a small room. If the
Dutch valve is used as rectifier in
the large (5- or 6 -valve) sets the
possible to take a proper, curve of a soft increase in signal strength is quite 5o per
valve. If we try to do so we obtain cent., and there is no trouble with oscillanothing but a succession of rather meaning- tion. The set is the easiest thing in the
less "kinks."
world to control. When I say that never
in any circumstances do I use more than
one stage of low -frequency amplification
Ideal Rectifying Valves
The ideal valve for rectifying purposes and that the large set will easily fill a

Hence the electrons as they pass
from filament to plate meet with nothing
(except the meshes of the grid) on their
way. In the soft valve things are quite
different. The electron which leaves the
grid encounters in its flight a gas atom.

lects on the grid,

Photograph of M.O. " Q X" Valve

0

Fig.

directions; negative electrons
fly from filament to grid; mutilated atoms

move inside the valve towards the fila-

ment to make good their losses. There is

no congestion on the grid, therefore a
grid -leak is unnecessary.

Owing chiefly to this flow and counter flow, or ionisation as it is called, it is im-

4.-Action of

Electrons in Valve.

Fig. 3.-Diagram showing Structure
of an Atom : a, positive nucleus ;
b, electrons (negative).

The only British valve that
can claim to be a rectifier, so
far as I know, is the M.O.
"Q X." Its price is rather
high, but it gives wonderful results.
five

results are obtained from those that work
with about 6o volts on the anode.
To use one of these valves, either singly
or in ,a, muti-valve set, is a revelation.
Living thirty miles north-west of London I
have

no

difficulty

in

getting

2 L 0,

Croydon, and even Radiola on a Brown

should be from 6o-

This valve works with
volts and just under half

an ampere on the filament.

Its peculiarity
is that it needs neither grid -leak nor condenser when used with transformer -coupled

H.F. units in front of it.
Curiously enough it is not a soft or even
softish valve; it will stand up to 15o volts
on the anode. Its excellent rectifying

mateur WirdesS
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qualities depend on its peel liar design, there are two independent filaments in
which gives it a curve with the nearest case one should burn out. But the true
approach known to the combination of detector valve has yet to make its appearpronounced curve and steep, straight ance here, as a British -made article at
any rate. Some day (may it be soon !)
portion.
We shall see in the next article how our makers will awaken to the possibilities
foreign manufacturers' ideas of the general of the semi -soft valve. Then we shall use
valve differ from those of our own.

Mean-

three valves where we now employ five, and
the problem of re -radiation will be solved.

time we may say that though most of the
low-priced valves made in this country -The single -valve man will get twice the
will rectify, they do so only after a efficiency out of his set, and his more
fashion. They are excellent as amplifiers, powerfully -equipped brother will find his
but on the detector unit they give only four or five valves much less of a handpassable results, their hardness decreasing ful.
It will pay the makers in the long run
the volume of sound and making the set
to introduce such a valve as we have
liable to howl if couplings are tightened.
described, for when it is an established
fact the crystal will disappear. Also they
Gas -filled Valves
Other countries have realised the value can count on good sales, for the life of the
of the soft valve. In America the U V softish valve is shorter than that of the
200, which is argon -filled, is the standard one that is dead hard.
To sum up. if you intend to use
detector on good sets. Australia pins her
wireless faith to the soft valve, obtaining general valves, choose for amplifiers those
with it results that users of the hard valve whose curves are steep and straight, but
would find it difficult to believe. Germany for the detector unit select a valve with a
sells the soft valve for general purposes, pronounced lower bend, and if you come

the opposite effect to an inductance.

They

are, as it were, the counterparts of one
another. The condenser is the thing that
enables an electric "kick" to be given to
the, circuit and so make it vibrate. The
inductance is the thing that helps to keep
these electrical vibrations from becoming
too lively; it steadies and controls them.
A condenser is a device for storing
electricity. When it becomes filled with
electricity it overflows, as it were, and

the charges it has accumulated rush backwards and forwards through the circuit.

If there is a lot of inductance in the circuit the overflowing current will be slowed

up accordingly and the vibrations will be
This
at comparatively long intervals.
rrimns that the length of the resulting
waves will be long. In order to transmit long waves, therefore, we use a good
deal of inductance. Again, the greater the
capacity of a condenser the longer it will
take to he filled with electricity, and the
smaller the number of tinies it will overflow in a given period. We therefore also

use a good deal of capacity when we desire
using it, as we shall see later, also for across an odd one that is slightly less' to produce long waves. Hence there are
amplifying. Even Japan is turning out a hard than the majority of its kind) always big condensers and big inductances
R. W. HALLOWS.
special "Detectron " of soft quality. Like. treasure it.
to be seen in long -wave tran*itting
(To be continued)
all Japanese goods it is excellently made;
stations. The same reasoning applies, of

course, to the- use of condensers and inductances for reception purposes.
"OLD HAND."

Notes for the Novice

Re -radiating Paris

V111.-Condensers and Inductances

Time Signals
IT was stated in the last article that there
are two general ways of tuning -in to
wireless signals, that is, by altering either
the capacity or the inductance of the receiving circuit. The inductance is altered
by increasing or decreasing the amount of
wire in the circuit, whilst the capacity is
controlled by means of condensers. It is
not necessary, in order that the beginner
should understand the practical use of
these instruments, that he should also be
acquainted with the theory of their functioning. Returning to the analogy of the
violin string, it is not necessary that the
incipient musician should possess a knowledge of acoustics in order to be able to
tune his instrument by adjusting the tension of its strings. A general idea of the
part played by the condenser and the inductance is, however, advisable, and may

be obtained by pursuing the foregoing

NI innovation in the programme of the
of the strings. Whilst actually playing,
Manchester station of the British
however, the method of shortening the
strings in order to produce different note:; Broadcasting Company is the re -radiation
is also used. This is what happens when; of the time signals from the Eiffel Tower
the violinist's fingers press the strings at! at to.44 p.m.
These signals are of great importance to
various points along the handle of his instrument; the strings are effectively tee Mercantile Marine and others, and it

shortened, the portions that vibrate extending only from the "bridge " of thci
violin to the points at which his fingers!
rest. There are thus two main ways of
tuning a stringed instrument, namely, by
altering either the length or the tension of
the strings. (We will omit the question of,
the quality of the strings for the moment.)

has been felt for some time that to

re -

radiate them on a broadcasting wavelength
would be a great convenience to the
general public. The Paris station works
on a wavelength of 2,600 metres, and the
]Manchester station receives the messages
on that wavelength and re -transmits them
an its own wavelength of 385 metres. This
is done automatically by the electrical connection of the receiver to the transmitter.

Inductance and Capacity
These two factors- may be regarded as, The

delay introduced, is exceedingly
similar to those of inductance and capacity, minute, as the re -transmitted signal is only
in a wireless receiver. The inductance of, 1/300 part of a second behind the original.
an electrical circuit corresponds to the Paris time signals are, cf course, Greenlength of strings (and, indeed, actually wich mean time.

analogy a little further.
It should be remembered, in the first depends upon the quantity of wire used),
place, that a string can be tuned to emit and the capacity corresponds to the tena certain note by other means than by sion of the strings. A condenser, therevarying its tension. A similar effect can fore, fulfils a similar function in an elect
be produced by varying its length, or by trical circuit to that provided by the
changing its quality. Needless to say, tension screws of a stringed instrument.
neither of these factors can be interfered It may be regarded as an instrument for
Arith,_in the ordinary way, when tuning a adjusting the electrical tension of circuits,
stringed instrument. For obvious prac- just as lengthening a string has the
tical reasons the only satisfactory methcid opposite effect to increasing its tension.
of effecting this is by adjusting the tension 'Moreover, a condenser tends to produce

The successful accomplishment of this
feat has been attended with no little difficulty, and it will be of interest to experimenters to know that the aerial used for
receiving Paris is a small one running
almost directly underneath the main transmitting aerial at Trafford Park. Furthermore, the receiver used is installed only a
few yards from the high -power transmitter
which

is passing on the signals au the

broadcasting wavelength.
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T.M.C. research laboratories have
produced the perfect loud speaker.
Imagine reproduction so clear, so faithful that
involuntarily you turn to see the unseen artiste
to express your thanks for the rendering.
Imagine reproduction so full of life that you

-

are compelled to encore the unseen dance band.
Imagine reproduction so true that the unseen
speaker stands before you.

Imagine these and you have the new
T.M.C. LOUD SPEAKERS.
We seek a name which will convey in one
word the perfection of these instruments. You
II
III

II

II

11111 H1I1111

'

.11111llll

11011.
mik\0111 ito

IIillilillllllllllllllllllllllllllll

may know it-we invite you to send us your
suggestion.

For the accepted name, we shall present and
install absolutely free a Superb too Guineas T.M.C.
Cabinet de Luxe.
For the second best name, we shall present
and install absolutely free a magnificent 3,;)
T.M.C.
T.
M 3 -valve set.

Full particulars of these will be sent on request.
You may be the winner, send in your suggestions to -day, with this advertisement.
Competition Rules.-Write your name, address and suggested
names on a sheet of notepaper, enclose this advertisement and
forward them to us.

You may suggest up to six alternative names. If the winning

eitef C

names are sent in by two or more different persons, the prizes will
be awarded to those first sending the suggestion. Write on one
side of the paper only. No correspondence can be entered into and
the Company's decision is final. No names will be considered
after April 22nd.
Address your envelope to :

MakesWireless

THE COMPETITION DEPT.,

Worth While

The TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING CO., Ltd,
Hollingsworth Works, DULWICH, S.E,21

r -HULLO
r
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Come along and see us!

We have just what you want ! !

COMPLETE SETS of PARTS for
411110,

making VARIABLE CONDENSERS
(READY TO ASSEMBLE)

All Parts in the Sets are of the Finest Quality, and absolutely beat anything
else offered by any other house. I guarantee that
I have always got them in Stock

Lam' CALLERS ONLY 'Ile
NOTE THE PRICES !

These sets consist of

CALL AND TEST THE QUALITY ! !
Price

No. of Plates

in Microfarads

a

EXTRA QUALITY VANES
(Fixed and Moving)

Approv. Cap.

a

the following articles:

.001

57

.0005

29

6/3
4/3

.0003

19

31-

.0002

13

2/3

.0001

7

2/-

Vernier

3

1/9,

=Mr

DRILLED

EBONITE
ENDS
11- pair
Sold only
with Condensers

Large and Small Spacers
(Ample Supplied)

Scale 0-180

13 Nuts 2BA
13 Washers 2BA
Centre Square Spindle
3 Side Rods
Copper Foil
Pointer
Bronze Spring Washers
Best Knob, Bushed 2BA Nut
Top Bush
Bottom Bush
Flat Bush for Pointer

NO POST ORDERS.

TESTIMONIAL

New premises adjoining at 28a have been taken for customers'

a

benefit.

COME EARLY AND AVOID THE CRUSH.
ti
i111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111E

OPPOSITE
RIGHT OPPOSITE

COODALL, Radio Engineer,
Experimental Station, 2 I L, SOUTHAMPTON

H. R.

"IV. 0. R. Bamberger, Broadcast Station,
Newark, New Jersey, U.S.A., received at my
Station very well this morning, using one of your
Vernier Condensers.

M. RAYMOND

DA LY'S: 27, LISLE STREET, W.C.2
- GALLERY DOOR
1.5

1- 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 r

'Phone:

-

OPEN
,,

a

1=1

."

To

avoid

mistakes, -f-

E this address is close E
B to Charing X Road f_

Band Leicester -F.:

E Square Tube

GERRARD 4637

Saturday. 9 a.m. - - - CLOSE : 7 p.m.
2 p.m.
Sunday, 11 a.m.
I have two shops, so one is always open,
a
a
a

'11101

11

1=1

.

:211111111111111111111111111111111[111111111111IS

CLOSE : 8 p.m.

OPEN : 9 a.m.

alir

.

a
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EVERYBODY=

This is an honest advertisement and nothing is offered unless
same is a regular stock line.
PLEASE NOTE

PLEASE NOTE

No further Post Orders executed at

present owing to the impossibility
of guaranteeing delivery

Aerial Wire

Valve Holders

Genuine 7/22 base copper
stranded, 100 feet ..,
doz.

5d.

Crystal Detector Parts

11 -

Extra quality

...

Very special. Positive stops
at Zero, full resistance....

7 in.

2d.

Highly finished

Telephone Leads,

L.F. Intervalve Transformers

HEADPHONES
TESTIMONIAL
Whitechapel Road, E.1.

May. I be allowed to express my great satisfaction in connection with the Wireless Goods
that I have -purchased from you. The quality,
together with the most reasonable prices of all
youil Apparatus, will do great things in making

'Wireless a most inexpensive and pleasing hobby.
-I enclose a small order from one of many friends
whom I have recommended to you.
Yours faithfully,

FRANK CLIFFOR

MI11111141111111111111111111111i11111111111111i

NO"

Bd.

extra

1/3

Quantities Cheaper

:

If you require a really Reliable
Headphone TRY

66

ERICSSON

19

(CONTINENTAL)

per

Glass covered, dust proof,
extra quality
Perikon Detector ...

4/6
3/9
2/6
2/8

Detector on Ebonite
Detector, extra design
Detector and Crystal

3/-

Mica condensers in
ebonite with terminals,

1 /3

all capacities

Valve pins

...

per doz. 7d.

Valve Sockets per doz.

1/ -

Scales 0- 1 80 4d. and 5d.
Lead - in Wire for
Indoor Aerials, etc., per yd, 3d.
Quantities Cheaper

NO POST ORDERS

CALLERS ONLY.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

--77, GALLERY DOOR g_

doz. 5d.

long, splendid quality, pair

14/ -

D A L Y' S

...

2 BA and 4 BA, 3 doz.

3/3

12 x 4 with 24 wire, each

--7-] RIGHT OPPOSITE g:

...

Nuts

Wound Formers

7th March, 1923,

5/ -

set

Contact Studs

I

W.O., Telephone, P.O.,
and other designs, with
nut and washer, 2 for 31,d.

Fixed Condensers

Oojah Basket Coils

Reel Insulators each 2d.
Large 3d. doz., small doz.
Cheaper for quantities

1 /3

(Also another pattern at 1 /6)

ld.

Spacer Washers

3/6

Best bushed knob with 4 -leaf
laminated switch ..
...

1 /2

each

Terminals

Crystal Detectors

Switch Arms

1/2

each 11 d. ; doz.

3/6

Rheostat

Crystal Cups and Screws

High quality 5-1

1 /-

No cheap rubbish, but value
for money ... 2/6 to

Ebonite with brass ends,

Condenser Bushes

present owing to the impossibility
of guaranteeing delivery

Filament Resistances

Lead -in Tubes

6 in., 10d.; 9 in., 1 /-;

No further Post Orders executed at

Slider Knob and Plunger 4d.

4 screwed legs, 8 nuts

2/6

Condenser Vanes

PLEASE NOTE

No further Post Orders executed at

present owing to the impossibility
of guaranteeing delivery

23/6 pair

FRENCH
PHONES

(4,000 OHMS)
Double Receivers complete with

Stamped B.B.C.

SELLING HUNDREDS DAILY

Head Bands and Cords

from

21/-

Double Phones, complete with Headbands
and Cords.
Very comfortable to Wear.

I USE THEM MYSELF.

M. RAYMOND

1111111111:11111111111111111111111111111111M

To avoid mistakes,
this address is close
to Charing X Road =

27, LISLE STREET, W.C.2

F- and Leicester

'Phone:

=

OPEN : 9 a.m.

GERRARD 4637

CLOSE :

8 p.m.

CLOSE: 7 p.m,
OPEN; Saturday, 9 a.m.
CLOSE ; 2 p,m,
Sunday, 11 a,rn.
I have two shops, st one is always open.
MONNIIMIIMMIII111111

Square Tube

5111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111a:

'1611

4

.11111
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WIRELESS ! WIRELESS ! WIRELESS ! and EVERYTHING for IT -

DON'T PAY MORE !
"Super" French Headphones. Brand new,
4,000 ohms, and guaranteed each pair tested per pair

18/9

"Ericsson" Headphones (Continental) stamped
...
per pair 20/6
B.B.C. Our Price ...

L.F. Transformers.
Type

.

.

Ratio

.

,,

13/9
2/3
... Adjustable
enclosed in glass case
2/9

...

each

.

Switch Arms. Best Makes

Aerial Wire.

Standard
...

Crystal Detectors ...
9

to I.

5

7/22 guaranteed.

1/3

100 ft.

...

2/5
4d.

Condenser Vanes. Fixed and Moving per doz.
...
in boxes 1 lid.
Crystals. Assorted. 5 kinds
2
ins.
long.
Brass Screw Eyes. China Insulated.
per doz.
1/6
... each
4d.
Condenser Scales. 0 to 180
.

.

Labels (Ivorine) Earth, Aerial, Phone, etc.

per doz.

11 d.

Nuts. 2 B.A.

per doz.

2d.

29

21d.

4 B.A.

Washers. Small

Id.
2d.

per doz.

Large

99

Terminals. Complete with Nut and Washer.

each lid., 2d., & 3d.

Ebonite Knobs. Tapped.

Spacer Washers.
92

99

Small
Large

2 B.A.
each 2d.,

3d., 4d., & 6d.
per doz.
2d.
3d.
11

t,

Filament Resistances. Smooth Action. Marvellous
Value

...

...

2/9

only

Contact Studs (Polished). With Nuts and Washers.
per doz. 61d.

Crystal Cups

id., 2d., & 3d.

...

Fixed Condensers,
Value

All.. Capacities..... Wonderful

1/3

...

IN FACT-EVERYTHING WIRELESS
at proportionate Bargain Prices.
SEND US YOUR ENQUIRIES AT ONCE,
Please remit ample postage.

Balance refunded if excess.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

Write, Call, or Phone, and save MONEY.

"ELKAY" WIRELESSPhone
Co.,
225 Bishopsgate, London, E.C.2
: BISHOPSGATE 2292.
A'Nem.roneVa.V-0.1.0.4.e.sro'keA'Vo'Nroneo.VonrosroWNe`Nro`',

RADIAX

AMIN\

PHONES
4,000 ohms.

WE SATISFY YOU

RADIAX RECEIVING SETS.
Meet the Large Demand for Power-

ful reception in the Broadcasting Areas. They will receive
under favourable conditions up to considerable distances,
but the reliable and practical range for telephony is up to about 35 miles
from the Broadcasting Station. For longer ranges we make other types.
Embody the greatest cash value. Sets which are no better and, indeed,
often inferior, are selling for about double the money.

Immediate delivery can be given, due to our own works and a well organised output but signs are not wanting that in a few weeks
deliveries will be well ahead.

Detachable
Earpieces

18/6
per pair as

SINGLE
RECEI VERS

illustrated.
Postage 1/-

816
with Cords.
Postage 9d.

CRYSTAL SET
In desk type case with single

knob tuning and enclosed detec.
tor. Call and hear it.
Four or six pairs of phones,with
B.S. C. stamp ...
42/6
Aerial Equipment & phones 25/ -

with highly efficient tuning
and L.L. Amplification,

Z7110,0,
B.B.C. Stamp,' 35/- extra.

,

Z3118/6.
B.B.C. Stamp, 20/- extra.

700 B.T.H. Valves Ex-R.A.F., offered at 12/6 each.
Splendid line of Filament Resistances, 2/3 each, postage 3d.
All component parts stocked at keen prices. Agents for
Burndepts Ltd. All parts stocked.

ACCESSORY EQUIPMENT FOR
VALVE SETS

STRATFORD WIRELESS CO.

ONE -VALVE SET

TWO -VALVE SET

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

L.F. Intervalve Transformers. Startling line at 11/6
each, postage 6d.

consisting of pair Headphones, Aerial, Insulators,
40 amp. Accumulator, 54 volt Dry Battery, in
wood case, £211416.

26, MARTIN ST., STRATFORD, E.7.
'Phone, Maryland 2762.

One minute G.E.R. main station. ,Nos. 10, 25, 96 'Buses

RADIAX LTD., 4 Percy Street, LONDON, W.1. frow4f#40.01.00""04"0"A"'""foriV."..riNeroVelVeW..v
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Our Readers
Finding All

AG

They Want at

Effective Telephony
Reccivirg
Range,

Note the terminals

fir extra induct-

25
Miles
,vith surprising

ance enabling

clarity. Telegraphy

Paris Time Signals

150 Miles

to be received.

Special Purchase
of

VARIABLE
CONDENSERS
in parts, ready
for assembling

HEADPHONES

GAMAGES INTRODUCE AN IMPROVED
BROADCAST CRYSTAL RECEIVING SET
licensed by Postmaster -General' and stamped " B.B.C." Regd. No. 226.
-I. ening Coil wound with best quality wire and tapped in seven places. This, when
Used in conjunction with the Variable Condenser, which is of the best possible
workmanship, gives a good variation of tuning. The Crystal Detector, designed
to prevent dust from deteriorating the sensitivity of the crystal, contains our
famous Permanite" Crystal, which ha; given such excellent results. A Fixe
Condenser is incorporated, while Terminals are fitted for extra inductance.
High-grade, sensitive Headphones are supplied. The tasl£ of finding a sensit.vc
Spot on the crystal is minimised by means of a buzzer. Will receive Telephony
for 30 miles, and signals from Spark stations using a wave -length
of 30cie5oo metres for iso to zoo miles. Complete in Polished
Mahogany Cabinet, with instruments mounted on polished Ebonite;
Plmnes, Aerial Wire, and Insulators ready for use.
Price

Stamped B B.C., suitable for use with Crystal
or Valve Sets. Resistance 2,000 ohms,
Complete with cords.

26

G-L'AMAGES,

perfectly if assembled with
reasonable care. Complete in
box. Capacity cio3 mfd.

Post free.

IMPROVED CRYSTAL DETECTOR
N i c k:e I- plated.
Mounted on polished

ebonite. Crystal cup

can be reversed
when not in use, thus
protecting
crystal from
dust. Price
with crystal.

9/6

Post
ji

These sets are the very finest
obtainable, and the workmanship and materials of the best.
Every set guaranteed to work

616

HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.1.

0-

Price

Ul

mfd
Price

12/e. Postage yd.

oui mid.

each extra.

Price

Write

n

'0005

'00015 A

for our

Latest

WIRELESS
CATALOGUE
Post free on request
11_11L110;

IIILJBAFAILiftill'1111131101110111E111-1111LIMEnr _MI M

668 Hornser.

'Phone

l!, ROWLEY
& LOUIS.
12, The Broadway,
1.1

Muswell Hill, N.10.

El

li
D

FRENCH

II

To prove quality, will send on appro.
t\--0 clear days against cash.

n

ERICSSON
(Continental.)

III

fi
Ll

a
Ii
a
I

I

.
Ll

THE high standard set by the first two issees

of Modern Wireless is fully equalled-

if nOt actually surpassed-by this new Number.
Obviously we cannot give a full list of its can`ents

in this small space, but excellent constructional
articles show how to build several forms of Receiving

instruments-both crystal and multi -valve.
'The practical articles discuss multi -layer Coils of
every description, intervalVe transformers, double
reaction, cylindrical inductances, etc. etc.

I

I

IIII

E

IJ
ci

II
Li

_
[1

RADIO PRESS Ltd.,

III

1t17,6 per pair.

21/- per pair.

1

LI
Isi
I

I

Pi
Ili

4,400 ohm,,

25/- per pair.

" BRUNET"
Genuine.

22/6 per pair.

,

`tamped B.B.C.

ft., 2/6

D.C.C. 18 G., 2/6 lb.
D.C.C. 22, 24 G., 2/9 lb.

1

D.C.C. 26, 3/4 lb., 28, 3/6 lb.

D.C.C., 36 G., 8/- lb.

-

-

Enamelled, 20, 22 G , 2/6 lb.
24, 26, 28 G., 2/9 lb.

Acrid Wire, Copper 7/22, IOU

I

I

36 G, 3/6 lb.
D.S.C. 24 G:, 6/- lb.
D.S.C. 30 G., 8/S.S.C. 47 G., 15/- oz.

All wire sent by post, red charged 3d. extra.
Sestoflex, 5d. yard
Basket Coils, 250 to 5.000

metres, 4/9 set

21 /- gross
Lead-in Wire, 4d. yard
Lead-in Tubes, 6 in , 1.- ;
II in., 1/4 each
1/3 each
Wall

Valve Holders, 1 J- each
Crystal belecters, parts corn-

Plugs,4
pfete,

Switch Arms, best quality, 1/-

Ebonite Dials and Knob, corn-

plete, 2/- each
Brunet Transformers, 15/Variable

Condensers,

7/6- each

from

1/4

Shell Insulator-, large, 6d.- each

each
DeTr.11AiltlEr2r(t)INIDON, W. C, 2

FEDERAL
Head phones.

n D.S.C. Twin Flex; 4d yard ;

A wonderful shilling's worth-make sire of
your copy while it is available.

THE LA, l' WORD IN U i A1,1 II, ,N I:,:
.L0.0 ohms. Highest Quality.

.

from 1/4

P.O. Terminals, 1/6 doz.'
Telephone Terminals, 2/3 doz.
Large Terminals, 2/- doz.,
Ebonite, 4/6 lb., any size cut
Condenser Vanes, 11d, pee
'

pair

All sizes B A.

Nuts at low
prices
All kinds of VaIves In stock; also N.T. Batteries and Accumulators, etc. etc.
IIIHM-311_111IPAIL [7111111011L110111-1111_11AllfillEff LIVAIDIII__MAIIIT,T 0 m

L
E

1111

Fixed Condensers,
each

Amateur

Winless
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VARIOMETERS and
VARIO-COUPLERS
Type HR VARIONIETER
and rotor

Stator

moulded ebonite.

of

hard

For use

wavelengths from approximately 150 to 600 metres
when used in conjunction

on

with the secondary winding
of

the

HR Vario.Coupler.

Type HR VAR1O-COUPLER
Stator and rotor of hard
ebonite mouldings. Wound
with suitable tappings to

enable any number of turns
up to maximum to be used
by means of
way switches.

two multi Ratio of

coupling 2-3.
Write for Leaflet Z12

149, Queen Victoria St.,

LONDON

2 -Valve Receiving Cabinet.
A high-grade instrument at a very low price.
This set has been especially designed for
receiving broadcasting, and complies with
all the Postmaster -General's regulations. It
can be used either for listening -in with
headphones or with a loud speaker.
Additional interest and use is secured because
it will receive all amateur transmitting
stations within a range of 20 miles. The
" Fellophone " is mounted in a handsome

GLASGOW

MANCHESTER,
BRADFORD

(

// flu
FRANELE

Works:

Elstow Road,

IC

CTRIC CLtd.

BEDFORD
BIRMINGHAM
NEWCASTLE
CARDIFF

oak cabinet, and is sent out complete with
H.T. battery, 6 volt accumulator, ioo ft.
aerial, z shell insulators, and one pair of
Fellows 4,000 ohms double headphones, but
without valves.
British Made Throughout.

No. 1

Made under MarcoLi Licence and approved by the B.B.C. and

out

Postmaster -G ever al.

PRICE COMPLETE £ 1 2, inclusive of all taxes

without salves.
Carriage
2/ EXTRA FOR 2 VALVES
30, EX TRA FOR ADDITIONAL FELLOWS DOUBLE
HEADPHONES, 21/6 (Postage 1/-).

FELLOWS MAGNETO Co., Ltd 1
LONDON, N. W. 1 O.
Telephone:
Willesden i5Co-l.

Telegrams :

" Qui.rmag," 'Phone, London.

April 1 1th
PLACE YOUR

ORDER
WITH YOUR
NEWSAGENT

NOW

THE
'T enthusiastic welcome which has greeted every is=ue
of Modern Wireless has prompted us to enlarge out
oreani-ation and to produce a Lew weekly Wireless Mag.a zine along similar lines.

The Editorial side of Wireless Weekly will he in the
hands of John Scott Taggart, F.Insr.P., assisted by

E. Redpath, Alan M. Douglas and G. P. Kendal B.Sc-all
well-known Radio experimenters.

At this early date it is not possible for us to issue a full
list of the Contents of No. r, but arrangements ate being

made to incorporate a number of sped al features-some of
which have never appeared in any other Wireless Magasine

RADIO PRESS LTD.

Eta

For they are
jolly good Fellows

DEVEREUX COUR F, STRAND. W.C.2.

WirelessWeekty
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Klaik.A04elit
Ex -army

S 0 S Calls

Wavemeters

IF you

Tracing Troubles

of

Humour for

meter don't forget

1 proud

are the
possessor

an ex -Army
heterodyne wave -

Children

theatre

or music -hall may sound
appalling even to grown-ups when it

months ago it was

comes through in cold blood on the wireless set.

seen.

at

**

The Latest
Broadcasting
Infant

very rarely to be
For short
wavelengths it is
certainly one of

Variom:ters
I thought that I must be mistaken the the' most selective
devices
other night when on' looking up the call tuning
to work with the sign of a station heard on 300 metres I imaginable.
Its
"R " valve, and that if any other is used found it to be that of Stonecutters' Island, only drawback is its very limited range
the calibration charts supplied will not
near Hongkong. HoweVer, both a friend of wavelengths. You can obtain ,a variothat the instrument is designed

give correct readings. One can, of. course,

make use of other valves, provided that
they will oscillate on
supplied by the plate

the nine volts
cells, by com-

and -myself have heard it on several occa- meter effect with ordinary tuning gear with
sions.'since, so there can be no mistake a little ingenuity. One way is to wire the
about it. It is worth while to listen for it primary and secondary of a loose -coupler
after broadcasting -hours, and you will find in series. Another means of accomplishlittle difficulty in identifying the character- ing the same end is to use a two -coil

' piling afi error curve. To do this one
takes readings on stations of known wave- istic Admiralty note.

, length and notes the difference between
the chart's figures and those obtained.
Suppose, for example, that at' boo metres
you must add 15 degrees to the reading
given, 14% at 75o, 13 at 900, ri at i,000,
and so on, it is easy to draw on a piece of
squared paper a curve showing the additions (or it may be. deductions) necessary
to obtain correct readings on any wavelength.

***

Funny how often one misses the obvious
when something goes wrong With the set.

On 'my set the
signals, are quite as strong as those of
many of the Spanish spark stations. The
distance is about 7,000 miles, and the
waves must pass 'quite near the North Pole
on their way.

****

A good many wireless men probably
.heard

the

S 0-S

message

through on Sun -day, March i 1, at 8.5o
p.m. As relayed on by ,G.L.D., it stated
that the call came from the ss. Marburn,
ex Tunisia. On the following Tuesday we
learnt that the Marburn NV as quite safe, and

.

evening a long time ago when the set's
absolute refusal to function was traced
after a long hunt to the fact that the plus

H.T. plug had been placed in the negative
socket, and -vice versa. I suppose that
everyone does similar things on occasions

to his no small annoyance and the vast
amusement of his friends.

54 *

vn

Some of the humorists, by the way, who
have been selected of late to 'take part in
the 'children's evening half-hour have not
Few
the happiest of choices.
kiddies, I believe and hope, can appreciate
been

either did not hear or did not heed the

requtst for silence. If you're sending on
anything like 600 metres you should shut
down at once in the case of an S 0 S.

*

*

nA

May I add one tip to those given in a
making up

a

H.T. battery from flash -

lamp units ? You probably have an old

tapped battery amongst your junk, or if
you have not, some friend can provide
Chip off the wax or pitch cover and
remove the sockets soldered to the' cells.
These can then be fixed to the long strips
of the flashlamp units. When the job
is finished you have a handy affair with
one.

wander -plug sockets at 4% -volt intervals.

**

*

It could have been no one else but our
good friend from Writtic who was testing
microphones at 2 L 0 the other morning..
"I want you to pay particular attention
to the quality of the modulation," he told
Chelmsford. "I want to know if there are
any whiskers when it comes through the
loud -speaker.

characteristics

In fact, has it any of the
of

the

Beaver.

Right

We're going to start test No. r.
Glasgow (5 S G), the latest B.B.Co. Don't forget the whiskers ! If you find
save 'em, and I'll have 'em stuffed
infant to be ushered, so to speak, into the any
eat 'em for dinner. Hold tight, the
ether, has made a very good beginning, and
hunt is on !"
and there are reports of a wild rush for whisker
Then,
a
little later :
receiving sets in Scottish towns. Birming"Hello; Hello ! That's 2 L 0. Sorry,
ham lies almost in line with 5 S G and we'll
to stop for a bit. The piano my station, and as there are only five playerhave
is tired and wants to re -wind itself.
metres difference in their wavelengths I We'll be
again in three minutes; but
can't get Glasgow when both are work- there is noon
reason why you shouldn't listen
ing. But when 5 I T closes down for
the time, if you want to. Don't forget
a minute or two 5 SG can be tuned in. all
whiskers.
I want a report of
those
I can't claim that he is strong, but he is whiskers
when
I
get
home."
there, and the transmissions are remarkHe is, surely a merry gentleman. And,
va

*eA

away !

"drunk" stories, or those of a kind more
appropriate to the smoking -room than to ably clear.
drawing -room or nursery. -Surely there

are plenty of entertainers to be found who
can be really funny without being vulgar.
And, somehow, what would pass quite well

nected in series. Either of these devices
will work, though they are not so good as
the genuine article with a ball -shaped
rotor moving inside the stator.

that calm -recent issue of AMATEUR WIRELESS for

The other night when mine was switched had sent no call for help. Where the
on signals were so feeble that some- S 0 S came from is still a mystery. The
thing was, certainly amiss. Conections, most striking feature of S 0 S calls, whenbatteries, valves and all manner of things ever they occur, is the speed with which
were unjustly suspected, and it was not the big shore stations obtain silence on the
until some time had been spent in fruit- shipping wavelength. "Q R T for S 0 S,"
less investigation that it occurred to me to they send, and usually within sixty seconds
turn the adjusting screw of the Brown the normal babel on 600 metres has died
loud -speaker. It must have been jarred away to -nothing. On another occasion,
out of place, or possibly somebody had some months ago, when an S 0 S came
been meddling with it. Anyhow, the through I 'was surprised to notice how
response was immediate and signals re- many amateurs engaged in transmittingf
gained their wonted vigour instanter.
One seems to suffer at times from a species
of temporary insanity. I remember an

holder with a pair of inductances con-

The variometer is becoming increasingly

popular over here, though only. a

few

it should be said, 2 L O's new microphone
has very few of the characteristics usually
ascribed to the Beaver.
THERMION.
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CONDENSER

Con.

=

0006 mfd.
870 DlICTOMENRIES

180
170
160

Calibrating
Your Set

150
140
130
120
110

100

90
80
70
60

An explanation of a

50

aid to quick

40

and accurate tuning

10

simple

30
20
0

-14..:- INGT.4 IN MiTPEs

900

800

700

1000

1300

1200

1100

2.-C.'aiibrat;on Chart for Inductance Ccil.

wish to discover the value:, e1- the con- numbers being taken into account. Each
denser when it is in use in the set, that of square thus represents .0000r mfd. For a
the studs or coils give certain ranges of the aerial Must be taken into account as .0006 mfd. condenser mark off 6o squares,
wavelengths, but he is left to find out for well.
for one of .00r, too and so on.
himself just what values of inductance and
Makers are apt to overstate the
Now join the minimum capacity reading
capacity are needed in order to pick up maximunz value of the condenser, so that on the bottom line (.00016 in this case),
stations to which he wishes to listen. the figures given for this may usually be and the maximum reading on the top line
Everyone gets to know his own set in- taken as approximately correct for work- (.0006) by means of a diagonal line. The
stinctively to some extent after a time; ing purposes when it is wired up in capacity value of the condenser can he
the enthusiast can show you that to tune parallel with the aerial. The writer read off at a glance for any position of the
in for r,000 metres he must place the con- found that the minimum capacity of a .00i indicator. If, for example, the pointer
denser pointer about here and the induct- mfd. variable condenser of good quality marks 35 degrees it is just under .00025;
ance switch about there. But this is not a may be taken as .00019, that of a .00o6 at 16o it is .00055.
Next tune the set exactly to a station of
really satisfactory state of affairs. One about .00016, and that of a .0005 about
ought to be able to say exactly what is the .000095. For calibration purposes we known wavelength. This is not usually a
adjustment required for any wavelength. must ascertain the capacity of the A. T. difficult business, since even if one cannot
It is quite possible to do so, if the set has condenser at any point of adjustment. read Morse there are quite a number of
unmistakable stations, which can be identibeen calibrated, a
fied if necessary by reference to the timeprocess which is 180
table of transmissions.
far less formidable 170
than it sounds, so 160
long as it is done 150
Inductan:.7e Calibration
VERY few wireless sets are sold ready calibrated. The purchaser is told that

in

a rough way-

which

in most

cases is all that is
necessary. Anyone

can make in a
single evening a
calibration of his

set that will
double
in

his speed

tuning - 'in.

There is a further
advantage about a
calibration chart:
if at any time you

140

Sets fitted with loose -couplers, or other

130

inductances which work by means of

120
110

rotary switches and studs, are best cali-

100

brated

90

50
40
30
20

cr)
CAPACITY IN MICROFARADS ,WHOLE NUMBERS ONLY)
10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

50

Fig. 1.-Degrees-capacity Chart for 086 mfd. Condenser.

your set in order

to buy a larger one, or one that is more
up to date, the chart will add greatly to

If

honeycomb,

instrument

Capacity Values
The first step is to ascertain the capacity

capacity, but any sized condenser can be
dealt with by making, the horizontal lines
of appropriate length.

values of the aerial tuning condenser at
both maximum and minimum points of
adjustment. When the plates are entirely
out of mesh its capacity is very far from
being zero. Capacity exists between the
centre rod and the plates, between the
opposed edges of the plates, and even

a file every two inches or so along the
slider rod, and to make a chart for each
section. Of whatever nature the induct ance may be the process is essentially the
same;

a

station

whose

wavelength is

known must be picked up on each stud
To do so a chart must be made, as shown coil or section, and the exact position of
in Fig. 1. The diagram given is for an the condenser pointer noted.

its attractiveness.

between the terminals.

stud.

coil into sections lcr) making a scratch with

10

wish to dispose of

stud by

slab or basket inductances are used deal
with each coil separately. In sets which
make use of tuning inductances with a
sliding adjustment it is best to divide the

80
70
60

of

.0006

mfd.

maximum

Making a Chart

Let us suppose that we have tuned in on
Croydon (900 metres) upon a basket coil
with the condenser showing 45 degrees:

A

glance at the condenser chart shows that
the capacity at this point is .00027 mfd.
We can now find the inductance value of

On a piece of squared paper draw the the coil by making use of the formula-

vertical line, making each one of the most useful in wireless :
square correspond to 5 degrees on the con- x (wavelength) = 1885 X V C (capacity
V L (inductance in
denser. The horizontal line at the bottom in microfarads) x
left-hand

is marked off into capacity values. The
Moreover, as we three zeros are omitted, only the whole

microhenries).

We then write down the following :

(Imolettr Wixaess
409
To save amateurs labour in their calcufactor. Unless it is always hauled up to
900 = 1885 X %/.00027 x V L
precisely the same height there are bound lations the approximate square roots of
= 30.537 x
Hence
= 29.5, and the inductance to be little differences. Aerial capacity, various usual capacities are given below,
value of the coil is 29.5 X 29.5, or 870 too, is affected by dry weather, which as ,well- as the multiples of the constant
detracts from the quality of the earth, by factor 1885:
micrOlienries.
conditions and by a host of
The square root of .0001 is .01
We now apply the same formula to the atmospheric
other
tiny
factors.
.0002
014
assumed minimum capacity of .00016 mfd.
/I
There is another thing, too, that we
.0174
.0063
in order to find the wavelength of the coil
f3
/3
.0004 ' )3 .02
when the condenser is set at zero. The have not taken into consideration. In our
)3
calculations we have -"lumped ". the in.0225
.0005
calculation is :
I/
/7
ductance value of the aerial with that of
.0246
.0006'
')
II
= 1885 x ,s/- .90016 X
87o
the A.T. coil. The inductance of the
.0007
.0263
),
,i
= 1885 x .0128 x 29.5
aerial varies like its. capacity, being
.000S
.0282
5/
f,
= 712 metres.
affected by the curve of. the suspended
.03
.0009
,,
,i
.001
.032
In order to keep to round figures we wire, as well as by the- dampness or dry,,
,,
will call this 700 metres. 'Take another ness of the air. In a high wind both the
X 2 = 3770
X
sheet of graph paper and mark. off on it capacity and the inductance of the sway
as before a vertical line (see Fig. 2) corre- ing aerial wire are changing slightly at
3
7
X4=
x 5 = 9425
sponding to condenser -scale degrees. The every instant.
The little charts, however, will well resquares on the horizontal lines, ,which
x6=11310
pay
by their usefulness the time Thatis
indicate wavelengths, are marked off in
X 7 = 13195
logarithmic proportion. Take the whole spent in making them; if they are carex S = 15080
x 9 = 16965
numbers only of the first two lengths and fully draWn up they will be found to save
square them : 72 = 49, S= = 64. The an immense amount of trouble when quick
W. R.
difference between 64 and 49 is 15; fifteen tuning -in is required.
divisions, therefore, come between 700
and Soo metres. In Fig. 2 the number
has been halved throughout to save space.
MARDI 31, 1923
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An Adjustable Detector

Between Boo and 90o, seventeen divisions

will be needed, and so on for the other
nundreds, two extra divisions being required for each succeeding pair.

Rule

vertical lines at each ioo metres.

Make a dot (x) at the point where the
:ondenser value of 45 degrees and the 900
metres vertical line cross. Join this dot
:o the loo -metre corner, and produce the
diagonal line until it meets the top
horizontal line. We can now read off at

EXCELLENT results have been obtained from a very simple form of
crystal detector shown in the drawings
Figs. t to 3.
The crystal cup is in two parts (Fig. 2),

a glance the position of the condenser
pointer that will be needed to give any
required wavelength, and conversely the
wavelength of any station that has been

11111111111111111

Zdeeff,
Fig. 1. -Elevation of Detector.

Substitutes
OLD

worn-out

gramophone

records

densers and turn -buttons.

If the record is placed in a dish of very
hot Water, or warmed in an oven, it becomes soft, and it can then be cut to any
shape with a strong pair of scissors. Turn 1111.11111:119111

UPPER PORT/ON

FT -

LOWER PORT/ON

Fig. 2. -Parts of Crystal Cup.

accounted for by the fact that we have

found to vary slightly on different days.
The capacity of the aerial 'is a variable

Wireless Material
make good tops for panels, also con-

calculation :

the most minute care tuning would be

for a sensitive spot by revolving the upper
portion of the crystal cup and movement
of the strip of steel sidewise. It will be
obvious that a slight modification will
enable separate crystals to be used.

1

Checking Results
In order to prove the correctness of our
chart we can compare the maximum wavelength shown by it with that found by

omitted in most cases all but the first two
or three places of decimals, and that we
started with the round figure loo metres.
It is accurate enough for all practical purposes, and it will enable those who make
it to pick up stations in a moment. You
cannot perhaps hit them exactly, but you
will always be within one or two degrees
of them at once.
Even if calibration were carried out with

being easily available during the search

A. R. W.
JPACING
P/ECE

tuned in can be found in a moment. For
example, if a station is heard when the
pointer marks 115 degrees, its wavelength,
1,150 metres, can be read off at once.

0006 x ,./870
A = 1885 x
= 18.85 x .0246 x 29.5
= 1368
As the chart shows about 1,345 we are
not far out. The small difference is

adjustment, the whole surface of the crystal

buttons can be stamped out with round

The holes for terminals
are easily made with hot skewers or wire.
Bicycle -spoke nipples also make good
contact studS for tapping coil switches, as
the wire can be pulled through from underneath and secured with solder, thus making
a good contact.
H. E. F.
hollow punches.

Fig. 3. -Spring Arm.

THE "WORK" HANDBOOK

the upper portion of which is screwed into
the lower portion. The contact side con-

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY AND
TELEPHONY

of an ordinary terminal holding a TELLS YOU HOW "wireless" works, and how
strip of flat steel (Fig. 3) on to which is
to make a complete range of crystal and
soldered a fine spiral spring (the writer
valve receiving apparatus.
uses Hertzite, the spiral spring being of IT IS ONLY EIGHTEENPENCE,
hard copper wire).
But it is the Best Yet !
It will be keen that the arrangement exLIMITED, LA BELLE SADVAGE,
plained above will allow of a very fine CASSELL & COMPANY,
LONDON, EC4.
sists

einateu Vaviess
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The Broadcasting Co. have arranged to
transmit official information of the Girl

RADIOGRAMS

Guide

The whole of the annual report read at
station for world
communication is likely to be built a meeting of shareholders of the Commonwealth Edison Company was broadcast in
in Lincolnshire.
AHIGH -POWER

America recently.

receiving apparatus.

The wavelength of 320 metres has been
allocated for fire service communication.

A

small

wireless

phone

has

Thursday

at

The first day the Postmaster -General, Sir
William Joynson-Hicks, M.P., entered
upon his duties at the General Post Office,
he received

a deputation from wireless

been

developed by a German for use in houses
or factories. The transmitting part is
adjustable in steps of zo metres and each
receiver has a fixed wavelength.

Thieves broke down and removed a
wireless mast and equipment from

50 -ft

The Newark, N.J., station, W 0 R, was
the first of the American broadcasting
stations to transmit across the Atlantic.

each

manufacturing firms on the question of the
broadcasting agreement.

Scotland Yard is experimenting with a

view to fitting the cars of the Flying
Squad with wireless transmitting and

movement

6.45 p.m. from all stations.

The capital of the South African Wireless Co. has been fixed at £5oo,000, which
may be increased or reduced with the consent of the Government.

the garden of .a London house recently.

"Why are no concerts transmitted by the
B.B.C. before 8.30 on Sunday evenings ?"
asks the Referee.

Loud -speakers in conjunction with amplifiers are being used now for. overflow
meetings. A League of Nations campaign
meeting recently held at Bedford had
recourse to this system.

Arrangements are being made in Newcastle to supply a wireless installation for
the inmates of the workhouse.

.

s,

A wireless series of cigarette cards is
the latest to appear.

A wireless receiving set has been installed in Cabras Island, South America's
leper colony.

Requests have been made to the Admiralty that they should authorise the fit-

ting of warships with apparatus for the
reception of broadcast news and concerts.

The registered

offices of the

British

Broadcasting Company, Limited, are now
permanently situated at 2, Savoy Hill,
London, W.C.
A London -Dover Pullman car has been
equipped with a receiving set.

For the present, however, they hay declined to do so.

A message broadcast from the Birming-

a

ham station of the British Broadcasting

Ashford's Garages have forwarded us a

little fitment which they are placing on
the market in the form of an aerial wire

Company was the means of finding a boy
missing from
Birmingham.

who

was

his home

in

clip and down -lead locator.

There is no truth in the report that the
Bolton Corporation has framed a series

of regulations regarding the erection of
aerials crossing the public highways.

removal of the London broadcasting
station is contemplated owing to its

proximity to the Air Ministry. The station
is to be removed, but only for reasons of
convenience.

Mr. Tom Payne, the first director

of

the Newcastle broadcasting station, has
resigned the position.

President Harding is to ask Great
Britain, France, Italy,. Japan and the
Netherlands to sign an agreement embody-

The Electrical Engineers' Association is
considering

the

possibility of wireless

aerials at electricity stations, so that consumers can connect their electric light fittings with wireless receiving apparatus.

According to a decision of the Derby
Licensing Bench, licencees of public
houses in Derby who wish their patrons to

listen in to wireless concerts, etc., must
have a special music licence. This licence

will not be a general music licence, but
will permit of a gramophone being played.

A recommendation has been passed by
the Theatrical Managers' Association that
none of its members should grant facilities
at present for broadcasting plays.
Thousands of acknowledgments have
been received by the B.B.Co. reporting on
the excellence of the opera transmissions
from 5 S C (Glasgow).

ing new rules for the use of aircraft and
It is becoming increasingly apparent

that an international wireless language is
needed, and when the International Conference of Chambers of Commerce is held
at

Easter in Venice this point will be

raised and dealt with. Esperanto has been
suggested.

accompanied by

A recent advertisement in the Times
agony column read as follows : "Broadcasting.-Wanted, expert with direction -

It is reported that each evening between
7.30 some unknown person is
broadcasting a concert in Paris. The
power appears to equal the Eiffel Tower

finder to detect

6.15 and

transmissions, and as yet the authorities
have not been able to locate the sender.

The station at Ridgewood, New York
(call W H N) broadcasts exercises every
morning at 7.o, 7.30 and 8.o a.m. They
are

wireless in war -time.

music.

Bed -time

exercises are also broadcast at to.3o p.m.

Camberwell Guardians have announced
their intention of providing wireless enter
tainments at the infirmary.

experimenter, probably

near Hyde Park, continually interfering;
others troubled also."

A London landlord complained to the
magistrate recently that owing to a tenant
having fastened the earth wire of his receiving set to a gas -pipe the insurance
company declined to continue the insurance of the house

emouur Wireless
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Broadcasting: The Situation
Some Extracts from the Chairman's Speech at the General Meeting of the Company
the public if certain matters have not
by four or five we should probably be been expeditiously handled."
"The management of the company is
the general meeting of the above com- nearer the number of receiving sets in the

WE print below some of the salient

views, but if this figure were multiplied

points of Lord Gainford's speech at

pany, held
March 22 :

at

the

Hotel

Cecil

on

Membership Agreement

"I know that there have been complaints as to the drafting of the Membership Agreement (and perhaps not without
reason). Some of you may know already
that Clause 4 j ' gave rise to some difficulty, and subject to the approval of the
Postmaster -General it will be deleted, and
in its place an addition will be made to
Clause 4 c,' to read as follows
"` Provided always that the member
shall not make any apparatus whatsoever
intended for use in connection with the
Broadcast Wireless Scheme (other than
and except the apparatus specifically mentioned in the schedule hereto) for or to the"
order of any person, firm or company who
is a manufacturer of wireless apparatus, but

who is not a member of the company.'"

There appears to he a wholesale
evasion going on. Many people possessing sets have not yet taken out a licence,
whilst others ignore some of the terms of
the broadcast licence, this prevents the
company improving the quality of programmes which the directors desire."
country.

Licence Evasion
"There are elements in the trouble
which

we

cannot

handle

ourselves.

Dealers are said to be pushing the sale of
sets employing reaction to customers who
do not hold the experimental licence. We
are informed that assistance is given in
the procuring ofthe experimental licences,
and that the holders of the broadcast licence

fully alive to the possibilities which lie
before them, and with adequate revenue
and the goodwill of manufacturers, we
think, given reasonable time, our shareholders and the public will find us capable
of discharging efficiently the service which

has been entrusted to us."
0

Land -line Transmissions
2 L 0 had closed down on
March 19 amateurs who were still

AF TER

listening -in were surprised to receive a
very good concert from 2 L 0, commencing

at about

50.45

p.m.

This concert was

relayed by land line from Birmingham and
then "wirelessed" from 2 L 0. Captain
Eckersley, who was in charge of the '

are being told that there is no necessity
for them to observe strictly the terms of
that licence, which stipulates that only a operations, said results were better than
B.B.C. set may be used. Whether arising
from ignorance, or carelessness, or sheer
maliciousness, and whether on the part of
manufacturer, or retailer, or buyer, or

were expected.
The experiments

were carried out,
primarily, to see if it would be possible to
Allotment of Shares
relay a concert or anything of very general
"Prospectuses have been sent out in general public, there is a widespread in- interest by land -line to the various broadreply to some 800 inquirers, and applica- fringement of the regulations. A service, casting stations and then -transmit by wiretions for shares have been received from which,' judging from the voluminous less from these stations. Over i,000 post547 manufacturers. The board, to the
correspondence received at the company's cards and letters had been received saydate of the Statutory Report, March 12, offices, is creating interest and giving satis- ing how very well these concerts were
had allotted 19,340 shares to 268 appli- faction throughout the country, is being received. - The same experiments were percants. Since that report was compiled most seriously prejudiced. Not only are formed, with rather better results; on the
843 share.s have been allotted to 116
thousands of people apparently content to following evening.
applicants."
listen -in for nothing, but there are still in
A Self -lighting Electric Lamp is demany districts people wholly preventing
Deposits
scribed
in the current issue of ".Work,"
their
neighbours,
through
reaction,
from
"I do not think that there need be any
the journal for amateur mechanics. Other
objection to the deposit of £5o. This will enjoying what is broadcast."
"We .are doing our best with the Post- articles include A Welsh Dresser in Oak,
always be a reserve for the company, but
actually at any period during a month the master -General to secure the efficient Overhauling the Reed Organ, Three -in member will be owing the company con- carrying out of the Post Office regulations. one Surface Gauge, Steam-engine GoverRenewable Lid for Milk Jug, Hints
siderably more than J5o in accrued We must have the co-operation of manu- nors,
on
Staining
Floors, Making a Lock for
facturers
and
dealers,
and
amateurs
and
tariff."
the public generally. Evasion of any Street Door, Painting a Boat, Making the
kind is not only illegal, but a short- Rainbow -spinner Toy, Cord Netting for
Dividends
Use as Mattress.
"We have heard that the restriction of sighted and foolhardy procedure."
"The Amateurs' Book of Wireless Cirthe dividend to 7.% per cent. would enable
cuits," by J. H. Haynes (Wireless Press,
the board to create a large reserve. We Future Possibilities
only wish we could already see assured
"No one can speak with certainty of the Limited). This book is a useful coma dividend of any kind. If by any chance possibilities which are before us. There pendium of circuits used in wireless work.
there is any reserve over after the pay- are difficulties in many directions,' apart Symbols and switching arrangements
ment of dividend, a portion is certain to from those which I have indicated above, occupy the first few pages, and then the
go direct to improve broadcasting services, and which it is not expedient to discuss circuits, which total over too, are given
but at the present moment we need not or mention at present. We need your progressively, beginning with the simpler
The ones. The drawings are clear, and with
consider this, as the loss of revenue from support in adequate measure.
which we are suffering, owing to various officials of the company have been work- the accompanying text easily understandcauses, is the occasion of most serious ing in small temporary offices, and there- able. The price is 25. 6d. net.
concern. We hardly need comment on fore -with a staff inadequate for the deOwing to the great demands upon our
the statement officially made by the Post mands made on them, I know myself that
Office that at the end of February only about most of the staff have hardly had one space we have been obliged to hold over
8o,000 licences of both kinds had been evening free since the inception of the the instalment of "Building Broadcast
issued. All of us may have our different company, and we ask the indulgence of Receivers."

You can ensure Prompt Attention from Advertisers if you mention "Amateur Wireless" when writinsi
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The design is perfectly simple, everything being combined in one attache case
of the low-tension,

with the exception
4 -volt accumulator.

It is capable of receiving efficiently over

a range of zoo to 1,200 metres, and will
give speech and music clearly up- to a
distance of 5o miles from a broadcasting
station.

Description
Briefly, the set consists of a single -valve
panel fitted with a long-range tuner,
variable condenser, reactance coil, fila-

ment switch and necessary terminals; to
one side of the panel is mounted the valve,

and placed along the other side

is the

36 -volt H.T. battery. The whole instrument with valve and battery is fitted in a
polished wooden or composition carrying
case, as shown in Fig. 1, which gives a
general plan view of the arrangement.
The hinged lid has been omitted in order
to make the drawing more clear. It will

be noticed that in carrying the set about
the H.T. battery, which is the heaviest
portion of the set, is at the bottom of the
Case, and if the case is stood on end will
serve to keep it steady.
In order to get the set working it is
only necessary to connect the accumulator,

phones and aerial aod earth to their respective terminals.

The whole operations

of tuning, adjusting the high- and low-

wide and 3 in. deep, exclusive of wander
plugs, and a containing case designed in

proportion will be as shown in Fig. 1,
measuring 714 in. by 9 in. by 6 in. deep,
including the lid, which is 2 in. deep, to
clear the tuning knobs, etc. This, will
form a very compact unit and have the
advantage of being entirely self-contained.

With regard to the component parts of
the set it will be left to the decision of the
reader as to whether he will make these
himself or build up from parts supplied .by
trade advertisers in AMATEUR WIRELESS.
Taking into consideratiOn the fact that
prices for ready-made parts are very little

higher than a private individual would
pay for the raw material to make them,
the writer would strongly advise the use

The approximate
such parts would
work out at something under £3 los.,

of ready-made parts.
cost of the set using

or

It will be noticed that no measurements
are given on any sketch, as the actual
dimensions

may

be

modified

to

suit

individual requirements.

Supposing, however, that it is decided

to adopt a Mullard valve and a 36 -volt

o 3

5iD6

care

complete

3

F.-Filament resistance
T.C.-Telephone condenser
G.L.-Grid-leak and condenser
V.H.-Valve holder
...
R.-Reactance (wound)
P. --Ebonite former
B.-Brass brackets (2)
V.-Valve (Mullard)
H. T. B. -H. T. battery (36 -volt
Hellesen)
Terminals (8)
...
Screws, wire, etc.
Ebonite panel
...
Polished wood with carrying
strap ...
Contact studs, ebonite knobs,

0
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Fig. 3.-Tuning Arrangements.
which is not

excessive considering the

portability and general performance of the
apparatus.
Having decided to build from component

made.

The ebonite panel having been cut to
carefully measured up and the
position of the variable condenser, filament switch, aerial tuning switch, reaetance adjustment and various terminals
marked. After the necessary holes have
been drilled in the panel it should be
size, is

finished off in accordance with instructions
which have appeared from time to time in

The

AMATEUR WIRELEss. A dull matt finish l,s

letters refer to those shown on the drawings in Figs. 1, 2 and 3, and will help
in identifying the different portions of the
apparatus:

The general arrangement of the top of
the panel is shown in Fig. 1, while Fig. 2

advertisers in AMATEUR WIRELESS.

the most effective for this type of mediumsized panel.

is taken it will be possible to drill

the -holes and mount the condenser without
breaking through to the front of the panel.
The filanient switch F should be mounted

in the same way, while the aerial -tuning
switch A TI (Fig. i) will be secured with
a nut and spring washer. The position of
the studs of the tuning switch should be
carefully marked to ensure their being
equidistant, while two small stops should
be fitted to confine the range of the switch
arm. A narrow slot is cut in the panel,
as shown in Fig. 1, to allow the reactance
knob and plunger to pass through and
,slide backwards and forwards for a disince of 2 in. or so, the actual length being
Vund by experiment.
On

It will be noticed that the prices given
are a little on the high side if anything;
the reader may therefore take it that for
Z3 6s. iod. the highest quality parts may
be obtained. The cost of the containing
case may vary slightly, some cabinetmakers charging a higher rate in view of
the fact that the case has to be specially

parts, the first step will be to make out a
list of the material and parts required.
The following list shows the average
cost of the material if purchased from

dismantled

side of the panel before the wiring is done,
!The condenser c is assembled from the
.bought parts and mounted on the panel in
the bottom right-hand-- corner. If great

Ii

connections are required, and the set can
quickly

gives details of the fittings on the under
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Fig. 1. -General Plan View of Ir.sJ-ament.

s.

C. ---Variable condenser ...

,

OA

Cost.

A.T.I. (Fig. 2).-Aerial-tuning
inductance (wound) ...
A.T.I. (Fig. I).-SwitchTarm

Total

Component Parts

be

Description.

O

tension voltage, etc., may be effected .from
the front of the instrument. No other
therefore
erected.

Parts.

battery will measure 634 in. long by 2% in.

-N

I
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H.T. battery of the Hellesen type : the

Si
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an Attache Case
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H.T.

I

or
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Compact Device

G.L.

Photograph of Portable Single -valve Receiver.

article.

VH

C

Portable
Receiver

tive and portable as a self-contained
gramophone-this is what is claimed of
the portable set described in the following

3

AT

Single -valve
ASINGLE -VALVE receiver as effec-

---,,..V

OTC

OE

the

that the ebonite rod I' is mounted between
two brackets B, which are of sufficient
length to give clearance for the coils.
The reaction coil R is made to slide
freely on the ebonite' rod P, while the position of the A T coil is fixed. A small
ebonite holder is carefully fitted to the
reaction coil with the aid of Chatterton's
compound, the ebonite block also carry-

ing a short brass rod terminating in the

It will be seen that by
the aid of the knob R K the reaction coil
may be moved nearer or farther away
from the A T coil as required.
ebonite knob R K.

Fitting -up the Case
This completes the assembly of the

panel, and the next point for attention is
the fitting of the battery, valve and panel
into the case. It will be noticed on referring to Fig. i that the battery, valve

under side of the panel is

mounted the grid -leak and condenser G
d also the telephone condenser T c.
e grid -leak is secured by means of two
small screws, the telephone condenser with
the aid of two small strips of black fibre.

T.

P.H.

The panel is supported in
the case on small angle pieces of wood
glued in the corners at such a height that
the top surface of the ebonite panel is
hand corner.

flush with the edge of the case.

The valve, in its holder, is mounted on
a small block of ebonite, which carries, in
addition, the terminals for connection to
the low-tension supply from the accumulator.

It will be noticed that for convenience
of internal connections, this ebonite block

is so fitted in the case that when the instrument is being carried about the valve
is hanging upside down ; the spring of
the valve legs will be sufficient to hold it
firmly in position, but if desired a small
felt pad may be arranged to press tightly
against the top of the valve to prevent it
working loose under excessive vibration.

Wiring the Panel
The panel should now he wired up, the
diagram of connections being given in
Fig. 4.

The reference letters in the diagram of
connections are the same as those in
Fig. 1, A being the aerial terminal, C the
E the earth terminal,
aerial tuning coil, R the reactance,

tuning condenser,

Aerial -tuning Inductance
The aerial -tuning inductance should now
be constructed, a honeycomb coil proving
the best and most compact for the purpose.
lAn ebonite former should be roughly put
together for winding and for holding the
coil when dipping in the' paraffin wax.
The former may be 2% in. in diameter
with = two sides 4 in. in diameter and
in. apart.
The wire, No. 26 d.c.c.,
should be wound on the former and tappings taken at the following turns, 18, 25,

t5o, the tappings being
looped back and soldered to the contact
studs of the tuning switch. The reaction
35, 50, 75, too,

coil should be wound in a similar fashion,

the centre hole being the tame diameter
as that of the A T coil, to enable them
both to be slipped on the ebonite rod P.
The arrangement of these coils is clearly
shown in Fig. 3, wherein it will be seen

ATI

Fig. 4.-Circuit Diagram of Portable Receiver.

and panel are separated from one another
by means of partitions fitted in the case.
The H.T. battery should first be fitted in
the end of the case opposite to the carrying strap, the wooden partition is then
inserted and secured in place by means of
countersunk wood screws passing through
the side of the case.
Care should be taken in fixing this partition not to jam the battery in too tightly,
otherwise difficulty will be experienced in
replacing or renewing batteries.
The instrument panel, if it has been
carefully cut to size, should fit in the
remaining space, as shown in Fig. T,
leaving room for the valve in the top right -

G L the grid -leak, V the valve, F the filament resistance, T C the telephone condenser, L T the low-tension terminals leading to the accumulator, H T B the high-tension battery, T the telephone terminals,
and P H the phones. All connections
should be as short and straight as possible,

and must be carefully soldered to avoid
trouble through bad contacts.

If it is found necessary to cross any of
the wires they, should be kept as far apart
as possible.
Connections to the H.T.

battery is made with the aid of wander

plugs on flexible leads running from the
terminals marked H T on the panel.
The lid of the case, as before mentioned,
should be of sufficient depth to accommo-

date the knobs and other portions of the
set which project above the level of the
panel. It is a great boon to have the lid
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The design is perfectly simple, everything being combined in one attache case
of the low-tension,

with the exception
4 -volt accumulator.

It is capable of receiving efficiently over

a range of zoo to 1,200 metres, and will
give speech and music clearly up- to a
distance of 5o miles from a broadcasting
station.

Description
Briefly, the set consists of a single -valve
panel fitted with a long-range tuner,
variable condenser, reactance coil, fila-

ment switch and necessary terminals; to
one side of the panel is mounted the valve,

and placed along the other side

is the

36 -volt H.T. battery. The whole instrument with valve and battery is fitted in a
polished wooden or composition carrying
case, as shown in Fig. 1, which gives a
general plan view of the arrangement.
The hinged lid has been omitted in order
to make the drawing more clear. It will

be noticed that in carrying the set about
the H.T. battery, which is the heaviest
portion of the set, is at the bottom of the
Case, and if the case is stood on end will
serve to keep it steady.
In order to get the set working it is
only necessary to connect the accumulator,

phones and aerial aod earth to their respective terminals.

The whole operations

of tuning, adjusting the high- and low-

wide and 3 in. deep, exclusive of wander
plugs, and a containing case designed in

proportion will be as shown in Fig. 1,
measuring 714 in. by 9 in. by 6 in. deep,
including the lid, which is 2 in. deep, to
clear the tuning knobs, etc. This, will
form a very compact unit and have the
advantage of being entirely self-contained.

With regard to the component parts of
the set it will be left to the decision of the
reader as to whether he will make these
himself or build up from parts supplied .by
trade advertisers in AMATEUR WIRELESS.
Taking into consideratiOn the fact that
prices for ready-made parts are very little

higher than a private individual would
pay for the raw material to make them,
the writer would strongly advise the use

The approximate
such parts would
work out at something under £3 los.,

of ready-made parts.
cost of the set using

or

It will be noticed that no measurements
are given on any sketch, as the actual
dimensions

may

be

modified

to

suit

individual requirements.

Supposing, however, that it is decided

to adopt a Mullard valve and a 36 -volt

o 3
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F.-Filament resistance
T.C.-Telephone condenser
G.L.-Grid-leak and condenser
V.H.-Valve holder
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R.-Reactance (wound)
P. --Ebonite former
B.-Brass brackets (2)
V.-Valve (Mullard)
H. T. B. -H. T. battery (36 -volt
Hellesen)
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which is not

excessive considering the

portability and general performance of the
apparatus.
Having decided to build from component

made.

The ebonite panel having been cut to
carefully measured up and the
position of the variable condenser, filament switch, aerial tuning switch, reaetance adjustment and various terminals
marked. After the necessary holes have
been drilled in the panel it should be
size, is

finished off in accordance with instructions
which have appeared from time to time in

The
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letters refer to those shown on the drawings in Figs. 1, 2 and 3, and will help
in identifying the different portions of the
apparatus:

The general arrangement of the top of
the panel is shown in Fig. 1, while Fig. 2
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the most effective for this type of mediumsized panel.

is taken it will be possible to drill

the -holes and mount the condenser without
breaking through to the front of the panel.
The filanient switch F should be mounted

in the same way, while the aerial -tuning
switch A TI (Fig. i) will be secured with
a nut and spring washer. The position of
the studs of the tuning switch should be
carefully marked to ensure their being
equidistant, while two small stops should
be fitted to confine the range of the switch
arm. A narrow slot is cut in the panel,
as shown in Fig. 1, to allow the reactance
knob and plunger to pass through and
,slide backwards and forwards for a disince of 2 in. or so, the actual length being
Vund by experiment.
On

It will be noticed that the prices given
are a little on the high side if anything;
the reader may therefore take it that for
Z3 6s. iod. the highest quality parts may
be obtained. The cost of the containing
case may vary slightly, some cabinetmakers charging a higher rate in view of
the fact that the case has to be specially

parts, the first step will be to make out a
list of the material and parts required.
The following list shows the average
cost of the material if purchased from

dismantled

side of the panel before the wiring is done,
!The condenser c is assembled from the
.bought parts and mounted on the panel in
the bottom right-hand-- corner. If great

Ii

connections are required, and the set can
quickly
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gramophone-this is what is claimed of
the portable set described in the following
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that the ebonite rod I' is mounted between
two brackets B, which are of sufficient
length to give clearance for the coils.
The reaction coil R is made to slide
freely on the ebonite' rod P, while the position of the A T coil is fixed. A small
ebonite holder is carefully fitted to the
reaction coil with the aid of Chatterton's
compound, the ebonite block also carry-

ing a short brass rod terminating in the

It will be seen that by
the aid of the knob R K the reaction coil
may be moved nearer or farther away
from the A T coil as required.
ebonite knob R K.

Fitting -up the Case
This completes the assembly of the

panel, and the next point for attention is
the fitting of the battery, valve and panel
into the case. It will be noticed on referring to Fig. i that the battery, valve

under side of the panel is

mounted the grid -leak and condenser G
d also the telephone condenser T c.
e grid -leak is secured by means of two
small screws, the telephone condenser with
the aid of two small strips of black fibre.

T.

P.H.

The panel is supported in
the case on small angle pieces of wood
glued in the corners at such a height that
the top surface of the ebonite panel is
hand corner.

flush with the edge of the case.

The valve, in its holder, is mounted on
a small block of ebonite, which carries, in
addition, the terminals for connection to
the low-tension supply from the accumulator.

It will be noticed that for convenience
of internal connections, this ebonite block

is so fitted in the case that when the instrument is being carried about the valve
is hanging upside down ; the spring of
the valve legs will be sufficient to hold it
firmly in position, but if desired a small
felt pad may be arranged to press tightly
against the top of the valve to prevent it
working loose under excessive vibration.

Wiring the Panel
The panel should now he wired up, the
diagram of connections being given in
Fig. 4.

The reference letters in the diagram of
connections are the same as those in
Fig. 1, A being the aerial terminal, C the
E the earth terminal,
aerial tuning coil, R the reactance,

tuning condenser,

Aerial -tuning Inductance
The aerial -tuning inductance should now
be constructed, a honeycomb coil proving
the best and most compact for the purpose.
lAn ebonite former should be roughly put
together for winding and for holding the
coil when dipping in the' paraffin wax.
The former may be 2% in. in diameter
with = two sides 4 in. in diameter and
in. apart.
The wire, No. 26 d.c.c.,
should be wound on the former and tappings taken at the following turns, 18, 25,

t5o, the tappings being
looped back and soldered to the contact
studs of the tuning switch. The reaction
35, 50, 75, too,

coil should be wound in a similar fashion,

the centre hole being the tame diameter
as that of the A T coil, to enable them
both to be slipped on the ebonite rod P.
The arrangement of these coils is clearly
shown in Fig. 3, wherein it will be seen
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Fig. 4.-Circuit Diagram of Portable Receiver.

and panel are separated from one another
by means of partitions fitted in the case.
The H.T. battery should first be fitted in
the end of the case opposite to the carrying strap, the wooden partition is then
inserted and secured in place by means of
countersunk wood screws passing through
the side of the case.
Care should be taken in fixing this partition not to jam the battery in too tightly,
otherwise difficulty will be experienced in
replacing or renewing batteries.
The instrument panel, if it has been
carefully cut to size, should fit in the
remaining space, as shown in Fig. T,
leaving room for the valve in the top right -

G L the grid -leak, V the valve, F the filament resistance, T C the telephone condenser, L T the low-tension terminals leading to the accumulator, H T B the high-tension battery, T the telephone terminals,
and P H the phones. All connections
should be as short and straight as possible,

and must be carefully soldered to avoid
trouble through bad contacts.

If it is found necessary to cross any of
the wires they, should be kept as far apart
as possible.
Connections to the H.T.

battery is made with the aid of wander

plugs on flexible leads running from the
terminals marked H T on the panel.
The lid of the case, as before mentioned,
should be of sufficient depth to accommo-

date the knobs and other portions of the
set which project above the level of the
panel. It is a great boon to have the lid
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entirely detachable from the case, and

set : the aerial and earth connections
special two-piece hinges may be obtained having been made, the accumulator
which enable this to be done.
switched on and the phones put on, the
The case itself, with lid, is best made up A.T. switch is moved in conjunction with
to instructions by a cabinetmaker, who the tuning condenser until signals are
will stain and polish as required for a very obtained. For weak signals it will be
moderate sum. The partitions previously necessary to tighten the reactance coupling
described, which separate the H.T. battery by moving it nearer to the A.T. coil by
from the panel valve, may be of thin wood, the use of the sliding knob R K shown in
but ebonite or bakelite sheet is much to he Fig. I.
preferred, on account of the greatly imVariation in the H.T. voltage will also
proved insulation obtained.
affect the clearness of speech and music
to a considerable extent, and the wander
Using the Set
plugs will be found most useful.
With regard to the manipulation of the
When used as a portable set for opera -

tion at picnics, etc., a single -wire aerial
wound on a reel and uncoiled as required
will suit the purpose well. One end may

be slung on a tree by means of a short
length of cord and an insulator, the earth
being a

short brass

rod

to

which

is

sweated a terminal for connecting up to
the set. The brass rod is stuck in the
ground in a moist position and the set
placed on the ground in such a way that
the aerial has a. straight and uninterrupted path to the aerial terminal.
For indoor use a special length of insulated aerial is required.
A. W. HULBERT.

An Efficient
3 -coil Holder

and Stand
Fig. 1.-Plan View of Stand.

THE construction of a three -coil stand,
made up from oddments, will be quite
clear from the photographs Figs. i and 2

The base is made up from walnut wood
moulding, the corners being rounded off
with a rasp and finished with glass-paper
and then polished; the corners could, if
preferred, be left square.

The top

side of coil and so to the terminals. The
coils are marked on the holders to indicate
the back and front.
W. B

is

ebonite, Vs in. thick (see Fig. 3), with the
slots cut by means of a fret -saw. These

1,8 EBONITE

slots allow plenty of play for the flexwire connections to the terminals.

Fig. 2.-Photograph of Stand with Holders
and Coils.

The legs for the plugs (Fig. 4) may be
picked up from any electrical store for a
few pence. The screws holding the legs
are countersunk in the 3A -in. ebonite, as
this prevents all possibility of the wire
rubbing on the heads and short-circuiting.
The plugs in the coil holders are made to
screw in the ebonite, the head of a u -in.
wood screw being cut off and soldered in,
as shown in Fig. 5. The pivot screws
should be lock -nutted. The wiring is
front pin inside wire of coil, back pin out:

Fig. 3.-Section
of Part of Base.

FC7:911iIntoto

Fig. 5.-Plug.

r,
71,Ealliro

t1.11\
FLEX TO TERMINALS

Fig. 4. --Coil Holder.

Modifying the " Amateur Mechanic " Set
THIS set, shown in the photograph,
Fig. I., is well known to many readers

as one that has given excellent results on
wavelengths between about 600 and 6,000
metres.

the primary, the necessary variation in
coupling between the two being effected by

means of a specially arranged secondary
tuning switch in which two switch -arms
move radially over one arc of contact

From letters received it is evident that studs, thus altering the position of the
the great increase in the number of con- active portion of the secondary with regard
tinuous -wave stations operating now ren- to the primary.
ders the addition of a valve (or valves)
The circuit arrangements, described and
very desirable.
illustrated in No. 23, may also be applied
The set is inductively coupled, but the to this long -wave tuner, but on account of
secondary coil is mechanically fixed inside the larger dimensions of the coils of this

latter set there is a further arrangement
possible as shown in Fig. 2.
In vie* of the decision of the Postmaster -General forbidding the use of receiving sets for broadcast reception having
reactance coils coupled to the aerial circuit
(and therefore capable, when oscillating,
of causing appreciable radiation from the
aerial and consequent interference with
adjacent receiving, stations), the circuit
illustrated in Fig. 2. on the next page will
no doubt prove acceptable

nvateur Wirejesi
415
It will be noted that the reaction coil six equal tappings in order to facilitate cut a
diameter hole through the
R is inductively coupled to the secondary self -oscillation over 1.!!", complete range of back of the box and wooden discs carrycoil S, and, provided a comparatively wave -lengths. Should difficulty be experi- ing the original primary and secondary
MARCH 31, 1923

loose coupling

is

coils, so that R may slide inside the
secondary coil.
Otherwise provision should be made

employed between the

aerial inductance or primary P and the

secondary s, observable radiation from

for this whilst constructing the set.
E. REDPATII.

.
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WIRELESS
COMPONENT PARTS
and How to Make Them
A book that tells you how to make the
components of Receiving Sets.
The Contents include detailed i struclions for making Crystal Detectors,
Condensers,

Coils,
Fig. 1

Photograph of "Amateur Mechanic" Set.

Fig. 2.-" Amateur Mechanic" Set Circuit
with Valve and Reactance Coil Added.

the aerial will be reduced to a minimum
and may be entirely prevented.
The reactance coil R may consist of a

enced in this direction, the addition of a
small variable condenser (.0002 to .0003
mfd.) in parallel across the reactance is

former 7 in. by 314 in. (or nearest), closely

recommended.

If the coil R is being added to a

wound for 6 in. of its length with No. 36
d.c.c. copper wire, and provided with, say,

Variometers,

Vario-couplers. Resistances, Trans-

formers, Buzzers, Tuning Stand ,

set

otherwise complete it will be necessary to

e c.

etc.

ONE HUNDRED & TWENTY-EIGHT PAGES

OVER TWO HUNDRED ILLUSTRATIONS

Price 116 Net
CASSELL & CO., Ltd., La Eelle Savage, LONDON, E.C.4
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the Postmaster -General if he had any con-

trol over the quality and selection of the
items that were broadcast; if he was aware
that, the French stations were better than

An Auction of Wireless Apparatus
C.W. Mark 3 L.F. amplifiers fetched
derful bargains to be picked up at £3 15s., and a seven -valve R.A.F.-type

A LTHOUGH there are not many won-

wireless auction sales at the present time,
experimenters can still buy ex-W.D. sets
and components at a reasonable figure.
Most ex-W.D. apparatus is well made
and worth paying a good price for if in
fair condition. The auctioneers offer no

kind of guarantee whatever, and as the
condition of sets varies considerably, it

is

a good plan to inspect the lots carefully
beforehand. As most of the sets were
used for short wave work they are suitable
for receiving broadcasting without any

alteration, and for that reason are in de-

15s.
Townamplifier was bought for
send wavemeters, 350-4,o0o metres, could
be obtained for £2. A three -valve set in
polished wood case went for £4, and boxes
of accessories, broken parts, leads, etc.,

fetched 18s.
Of accessories,

phones

and

speakers fetched the best prices.
8,000 -ohm A -type were bought for

loudBrown's
2S.,

At a recent sale, held at Stevens's Auction Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, London, Mark 3 short wave receivers,
complete with two variable air condensers,
carborundum and zincite-bornite detectors,
buzzer, etc., were bought for Z8 (prices
quoted are the average for instruments in
good condition); 50 -watt trench sets, combining transmitter and receiver, complete
with platinum -pointed Morse key and sliding inductances, suitable for broadcast reception, fetched Z4 tos.
B. Mark 2 receivers, two -valve detector
amplifiers, containing intervalve and tele-

phone transformers, realised Z2 I5S., and
65 -metre rear transmitters were bought for
9s. Skeleton L.F. amplifiers, containing
filament resistances, studs and other accessories, fetched I2S., while three -valve
L.F. amplifiers in polished mahogany
boxes, complete with intervalve and telephone transformers, went for L4 5s.
Power buzzer amplifiers containing a so volt power buzzer, three 2-mfd. condensers,
Morse key, etc., were sold at los., and 6o watt C.W. transmitters, with ebonite
formers and ball reaction, suitable for i6o-

2,00o metres, realised L2 5s. B. Mark
two -valve detector amplifiers, with resistances, switches and formers, went for

L' 5s.

that satisfactory programmes of broadcast

matter shall be maintained. I am not
aware that they are inadequate or that
they are inferior to those transmitted from
French stations, but perhaps my hon.
friend will

give me any particulars of

French superiority in this matter."
The remaining question had reference to
'

the

North

Foreland

wireless

station.

and Li r7s. 6d. was paid for i,5oo-ohm Mr. Moore-Brabazon asked the Postphones; 12o -ohm phones, also A type, master -General whether he was aware that
realised Li 2s. 6d. Other makes, 4,000 , this station sent out untuned wireless
ohms, were bought for .41 I2S. 6d. Stalloy waves, and prohibited everyone in East
loud -speakers fetched

mand.

the English; and what steps he intended
to take to see that we were not left behind in this direction ?-Sir W. JoynsonHicks replied : "The licence issued to the
British Broadcasting Company provides

Lots of four R -valves, with two wooden

valve boxes, went for Zi 7s. 6d. G.P.O.
and Navy buzzers, with platinum contacts
and Morse keys, fetched 5s. and 6s. respectively. Boxes of about four dozen white
reel -type aerial insulators were bought for
7s., and lots of a dozen small green porce-

lain egg -type insulators realised as much
as 6s.

RADTON.

o

Wireless in Parliament

Kent from hearing London broadcasting ;
and what steps he intended to take to stop
this nuisance ?-Sir W. Joynson-Hicks
said he thought Mr. Moore-Brabazon was

The North Foreland wireless
station did not send out untuned wireless
waves. It worked on a tuned wave of 600
metres; its power was not excessive for
the services which it had to perform ; and
it was equipped with all suitable apparatus for minimising interference.
Its
maintenance was important from the point

mistaken.

of view of international obligations in
regard to communication with ships and

MEMBERS of Parliament are not to in the interests of the safety of life at sea.
have the 'pleasure of "listening -in " He regretted that when North Foreland
when a dull debate is taking place in the was communicating with ships in the
House of Commons.

Mr. Moore-Brabazon

asked the Postmaster -General whether he

would take steps to have a listening -in
station installed in a committee -room of
the House of Commons in order that members might keep themselves advised as to

Channel interference was inevitable in the
neighbourhood of East Kent.
A device for connecting phones in series,
termed the " Warmar," has been put on
the market by Messrs. Markes, Ward and

the quality of the broadcasting sent out Co., Ltd., of 3o, High Street, Islington.
under the auspices of his Department? This connecter consists of an insulating
Sir W. Joynson-Hicks, humorously replied

tube containing a powerful spring contact.

that he did not think it was for him to It is only necessary to push in the two

provide a counter -attraction to listening - terminal pins which it is desired to conin in the House of Commons itself.
nect and a firm connection is obtained.
Two other questions concerning broadSchool lessons are being broadcast to
casting were also put by Mr. MooreBrabazon last week. The first was to ask three schools in Sheffield.

,"",,..",,",

OUR INFORMATION BUREAU
Expert Replies to Readers' Questions.

Hundreds of Replies are sent by Post.

TO ENSURE A PROMPT REPLY PLEASE OBSERVE THE FOLLOWING RULES

Write distinctly, give all necessary details and keep to the point. Ask cne Question at a time-never mere

than two. Send a Stamped and Addressed Envelope.
Making a Transformer

Q.-Will you kindly give me the design and

Send the Coupon cut from page 418.

wide, a sufficient quantity being required to

make a depth of 6 in. when pressed up closely.
windings for an auto -transformer to work Of these strips a depth of 3 in. will be needed
from a 50 -volt 50 -cycle main, giving from r to 5,4 in. long, and a 3 in. depth, 31 in. long. They
4 amperes and from 5 volts to 5o volts on steps will assemble into a rectangular core 7 in. by
Df 5 volts at a time ?-F. W. (Sutton).
5 in. by r in. deep, giving a sectional area of
A.-The core of this transformer should con. 21 sq. in. for the web and a central opening
;ist of stalloy strip: ootE in thick by a in. 4 in. by 2 in. The joints at the corners must

be staggered, and the whole held together by

f in. insulated bolts. The total ntunber of

turns in the whole coil will consist of 200 No.
18 S.W.C. d.c.c. copper, that is 4 turns per volt
or 20 turns to each tapping point. The best
way to arrange the windings will be to wind
each 20 turns separately and assemble on one
of the limbs, jolunig up afterwards.-A. H. A.
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CORRESPONDENCE

Omateur Wtroloss

Tower (F L), 2,60o metres. Daily,
6.2o p.m. to 7 p.m., concert, and 10.10 p.m.
Eiffel

to to.20 p.m., concert (weekdays only).

FOR SECURING YOUR AERIALS
And a thousand purposes where peat strength and strain is needed

The Hague (P C G G), 1,085 metres. Sun- FLEXIBLE STEEL WIRE ROPE
©v \/,..,Ws.n.l1.W.N.saw\rWVWC) days,
3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Paris. Concerts Radiola.
1,565
metres.
Crystal Reception
Daily, 5.5 p.m. to 6 p.m., concert ; 8.45 p.m.

SIR, I think the following results which
I have obtained will be of interest to other
readers. I am using an aerial 75 ft. long
(single), so ft. high, the set being a homemade one described in No. i of AMATEUR
WIRELESS, the crystal being silicon with
brass contact. I can hear 2 L O's broadcasting very often, also 2 Z Y, the music
on several occasions being exceptionally
clear. Among the code stations which I
hear are : F F S (S. Maries de la Mer),
F F U (Ouessant), F F H (Havre), F F X
(Bordeaux), 0 X B (Blaavands), K A V
(Norddeich). These are quite readable. D. D. (Llandudno).

Sik,-The station your correspondent
E. W. W. (Coventry) has recently heard
the Technical Laboratory, L'Ecole
Superieure des Postes Telegraphs et
is

Telephones de Paris. They are working
on a wavelength of 45o metres, and they
transmit every Tuesday and Thursday even-

ing from 7.45 to so p.m., and Saturdays
from 4.3o to 7.3o p.m. Their object is the
testing of various transmitters on a power
of Soo watts.
Croydon

(Surrey)

I

Konigswusterhausen

2,80o

metres.

Amsterdam (P C A), 1,800 metres.

Daily,

receive this

station slightly louder than Birmingham,
their transmissions being of a very excellent quality. -R. H. (5 G I) (Thornton
Heath).

[We are obliged to R. H. and other

:orrespondents who have written on the
above matter. -ED.].

1.so p.m.

Haren (0 P V H), 900 metres. Daily, every

hour from 11.20 a.m. to 4.20 p.m. ; is noon and
4.50 p.m., weather report on 1,10o metres.

Daily, 11.30 a.m. to 12.30 p.m., concert;
p.m. to 5.45 p.m., children's stories;

5

7 p.m. to 10.30 p.m., concert and news.

Manchester B.B.C. Station (2 Z Y), 385
metres. Daily, 11.30 a.m. to 12.30 p.m.,
Concert ; 4.30 p.m. to 5 p.11-1., concert ; 6 p.m.

and 6.15 p.m., kiddies' corner ; 6.30 p.m. to
7 p.m., reproducing -piano recital ; 7 p.m., news

bulletin ; 8 p.m. to 9.10 p.m., concert ; 9.15
p.m., second news bulletin ; 9.30 p.m. to

p.m. to 9.45 p.m., concert; 9.45 p.m., second

news bulletin ; so p.m., final announcements.
Newcastle B.B.C. Station (5 N 0), goo
metres.
Daily, 11.30 a.m. to 12.30 p.m.,

7 p.m. to so p.m., concert and news.

Cardiff B.B.C. Station (5 W. A), 353 metres.
11.30

a.m.

to

12.30 p.m.,

concert ;

5 p.m. to 5.45 p.m., children's stories ; 7 p.m.
to 10.30 p.m., concert and news.
Glasgow B.B.C. Station (5 S C), 415 metres.

11.30 a.m. to 12.30 p.m., concert;
7 p.m. to 9.30 p.m., concert and news.
Croydon (G E D), goo metres. Daily.

Daily,

PRICES BELOW t OST

please add one shilling forpostago.
Breaking Price
Breaking Price
No. Dia. strain per too ft.
No. Dia. strain. per too ft.
I A in. 10 Cwt. 6/.
6 gl, in.
to cwt. 18/.
3
in. 20 Cwt.
817 ii in.
ico cwt. 20/.
51 A ill. 25 Cwt. 10 8
1 in. 12o cwt. 21/.
12L:
53 is ii Iln.. 450 cwt.cwt.
9 A3 in. .4. cwt. 22)6
STRAINERS.. for use with above, right and- left-hand
threads
..
..
ed. each. or 8/6 per dozen
4-

SMITH & ELLIS (Dept. 66), 11, LITTLE BRITAIN,
ALDERSGATE STREET, E.C.I.

Ofs.rs.n.wvvv-sr,O

CLUB DOINGS

SET Sin
To r.ceive 369 metre wave length (or any

E other
EE

Co., Shadwell Street, Birmingham.

ON Feb. 23 a lecture was given by Mr. Abbott on
the subject of " Wireless Procedure." The lecturer
traced the origin of many of the call signs in regular use with both ship and shore stations, and how
they have been changed from time to time to meet
the new regulations and requirements of rapidly
growing wireless traffic. A considerable part of the
lecture was devoted to explaining the various short
cuts and wireless " slang " signals in regular use by
operators in the mercantile marine, and this was
of especial interest to members who had listened -in
for years on the 600 -metre wavelength, but did not
understand the meaning of these unofficial signals.
A graphic description of the wireless chaos experi-

enced by operators when nearing the American coast
Government took control of the
traffic was given, the lecturer giving it as his experience that even S.O.S. signals were often got
through with difficulty owing to the excessive
jamming from U.S. amateur stations.
before the U.S.

Proposed Addiscombe and District Radio Club.

Iv is proposed to form a radio club in the above
district. Will enthusiasts interested please com-

municate with Mr. L. S. Davies, 156, Cherry Orchard
Road, Addiscombe, Croydon.
Stratford.on.Avon 'and District Radio Society.

Hon. Sec. -E. W. KNIGHT, 17, Park Road, Stratford -

ON Feb. 19 the secretary explained the construction
of a variometer and its use, various parts of the
instrument being passed round for inspection. The
(Continued on pave 418)

Particular wave length required).
Perfect instruments, inopxoli.shed solidMahogany

BUILT

Low Frequency Intervalve

TRANSFORMERS
Magnification Ra'io 5.1. Built with laminated core of Stalloy.
and wound with finest pure Copper Wire. All windings are
exceptionally well insulated.

=7.: P. 0 (crossed) or cheque to :-

J. A. CURRIE,

12/6 f,?88,;

49, Lime St., London, E.C.3.

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111111111111117

HEADPHONES

Brown's Type A (adjustable Reed) 120 ohms
Use one of these on a crystal and it will shout
at you The result is unbelievable. A few only -first cash secures, 35/6 each. French 4,000 ohm,
19/6. Splendid English, supersensitive, 2,100
ohm, 25/-. Single Headphones, most convenient for ladies, stamped B.B.C., 10/6. Loud
Speaker, cheap but effective instruments,

10" x 8", 32/-.

VALVES

A splendid line.

Give

wonderful

results,

Standard pins, volts and low amps. Samples post free, 1 for 10;9, 3 for 30/-, G fcr 57/9.
LTD., 4, IPIFLYogiTIE.lET

RADIAX,

4 Minutes Tottenham Court Road Tube, Business Hours, 9-7

VARIOMETERS
FOR TUNING
Made for Amateurs
and Experimenters
who are building
their own Receivers.
800-750 metres.

1 0km EACH
Used in Crystal Sets re-

(Part postage 7r1 extra.)
for use with
resistan .e 'phones, and with above guarantee, same price.

and easy tuning. Crystal
Sets, Variometer tuned,

TELEPHONE TRANSFORMERS

I,

1111111111111111[1

Wound for wavelengths

Every Transformer is fully tested before delivmy, and is sent
MONEY out under a FULL and UNCONDITIONAL
BACK " GUARANTEE of RELIABILITY, HIGH EFFI-

CIENCY and PERFECT SILENCE IN OPERATION.
Price 18/- each

ceiving over zo miles with
two sets headphones.
Will give very critical
with single kncb, give

St. George's Quay.

20 per cent. letter results
than sliders or studs.

LANCASTER.

Cash with Order

10/9 post free

with complete wiring diagram -only detectors and
terminals required to complete set.

C. F. CABLE -SCOTT,

BURN YOUR CATS'

WHISKERS

141. DALMALLY ROAD, CROYDON.

and replace with a

JIFFY TOUCHER.
Finds the sensitive spot in crystals in 3 seconds.

A child can use it in the dark.
STANDS HARD WEAR.
2/. net,

PROL.. PRESS, 12,

Post free,

Brunswick Place,

City Road, LONDON, N.1.

E

PRICE

747.-

CRYSTAL OR VALVE SETS.

SCIENTIFICALLY

so p.m., miscellaneous concert.
Birmingham. B.B.C. Station (5 I T), 420
metres. Weekdays ; 11.3o a.m. to 12.30 p.m.,
concert ; 6.3o p.m., children's stories ; 7 p.m.,
concert ; 7.30 p.m., news bulletin ; 8.3o p.m.
to 9 p.m., interval ; 9 p.m., concert ; 9.45 p.m.,
second news bulletin ; 10 p.m., final announcements. Sundays : 8 p.m., news bulletin ; 8.10

Daily,

specified breaking strains.

Made to Govt. specification to

Orders of len shilings and over carriage paid otherwise

on -Avon.

BROADCAST TELEPHONY
Some of these transmissions are commercial
Or official. Wavelengths and times are liable
to alteration without notice.
London B.B.C. Station (2 L 0), 369 metres.

concert ;

(L P),

Daily, 4 p.m. to 5.30 p.m.

Birmingham Experimental Wireless Club.
Hon. Sec. -A. L. LANCASTER, C/O Lancaster Pros. &

French Transmissions

At

to 9.55 p.m., concert; also concert from 2 p.m.
to 3 p.m. on Sundays.
C
3,200 metres. Daily, to a.m.
Rome

C.A.V. ACCUMULATORS.

Brand New and Specially Made for
Wireless.

4v-zoa
4v-4oa
4v-foa
4v-8oa

15 -

21

6v-2oa

27 6
35 6v-6oa
45 6v-8oa
.. 52 6
6v-tooa
...
35'58,
Praed
St.,
W.
MAUDE RUBBER CO ,
19 6
25 30 -

6v --4p a

...

CLUB DOINGS (continued from preceding page)
next item consisted of the winding of " honeycomb "
inductances, both by hand and machine. A re-

set made by one of the members was
brought along for inspection and test, and after a
brief explanation of the apparatus, it was coupled
to the aerial and good results obtained.

ceiving

Exeter and District Wireless Society.

Hon. Sec.-F. S. VALENTINE, 10, College Avenue,
AT a meeting of the above society on Feb. 19 a
very interesting lecture and demonstration on
.'' Bridge and Megger Testing " was given by Mr.
Parkhouse. After a brief description of the Wheatstone bridge and its uses, Mr. Parkhouse went on
to describe the megger with regard to the testing
of insulation and conductivity. By means of the
megger which the lecturer had brought with him
Exeter.

the insulation of the society's aerial was tested.
Trafalgar (Greenwich) Wireless Society.

Hon. Sec.-F.

Adelaide Road,
Brockley, S.E.4.
GENTLEMEN desiring to become members of- this
society should apply to the secretary.
A.

L.

ROBERTS, 43,

St. Bride Radio and Experimental Society.
BRIDE LANE, Fleet Street, E.C.4.
VISITORS and prospective members will be cordially
welcomed at any of the meetings of the above

society.

The Radio Society of Highgate.
Hon. Sec.-J. F. STANLEY, 49, Cholmeley l'ark, Highgate, N.6.

OF the three or four British amateur transmitting
stations received in. America during the recent
Transatlantic tests it is with pleasure that we are
able to report that one of these stations is owned
and worked by a member of this society. The
station referred to is 2 S II, owned by Mr. F. L
Hogg, who is therefore one of the very few British
amateurs who have been received on the other side
of the Atlantic.

North Middlesex Wireless Club.

Sec.-E. M. SAVAGE, " Nithsdale," Eversley
Park Road, \Vinchmore Hill, N.21.
ON Feb.
7 Mr.
Dixon delivered a lecture on
" Various Instruments Used in Wireless Work." The
lecturer commenced by stating the need there was
for an amateur to have an instrument reading either
high or low voltages, and explained -how, by adding
a suitable resistance in series with the voltmeter,
the ordinary moving iron and moving coil types
could be calibrated and converted when necessary
Hon.

MARCH 31
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which

Ammeters were then
dealt with, and many useful hints were given by
Mr. Dixon in connection with theit use and coninto high -range voltmeters.

their valves to

oscillate were

the

broken up into inconceivably small proportions, and
and ' protons," and
are known as " electrons
whose marvellous behaviour determines and underlies the peculiar functions of the valve as a detector, amplifier, and a generator of continuous
waves. From this explanation it was clearly under-

AT a meeting of this association held on Feb. 21 a
lecture was given by Mr. J. II. C. Ilarrold on
" Direction Finding." Owing to shortness of time
only the " receiving " part of direction finding was
dealt with. Mr. Harrold explained the different
types of aerials used and the method adopted in
locating stations was briefly explained. Upon request lit. Harrold explained how amateurs who
which proved very interesting.

of

minutest size, and which, until recent years, were
considered the limit of the disintegration cf matter.
However, the " electron " theory was expounded and
psoved, showing that atoms in their turn could be

version.
Portsmouth and District Wireless Association.

allowed

again can be divided into atoms

1923

stood just what an " electron emission " from the
filament of an ordinary electric lamp was, and how,
by the addition of a plate, or anode, and a grid,
such a lamp constituted a valve and rendered wireless transmission and reception possible.

detected,

Hackney and District Radio Society.
HOII. Sec.-C. PHILLIPS, 247, Evering Rd., Clapton,

ANNOUNCEMENTS

E.5.

THE Care of Accumulators " was the title of the
lecture given to the members of the above society
on March 8. Mr. Wall, a member of the society,
delivered the lecture, which dealt in a lucid and
elementary manner with the subject of accumulators. His lecture was full of useful advice regarding the charging of cells, testing with hydrometer
the specific gravity of the acid, charging from
electric mains, etc. He advised everybody owning
an accumulator to purchase a hydrometer, as this

was practically the only means of testing whether
a full charge had been given to the accumulator.
A voltmeter placed across the terminals was practically useless, as even when a battery was almost
run clown it would momentarily register its full
voltage. In case no hydrometer was handy, he
advised running the battery through a lamp for
some 10 minutes affd then testing with a voltmeter;
this would give a more reliable reading.

Wireless and Electrice."
Edited by
Pernard E. Jones. Price Threepence. Published on
Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday immediately following. It will be sent post free to any
part of the world -3 months, 43. 6d.; 6 months.
months, i7s. 6d. Postal Orders, Post
Fs.
; is
Office Orders, or Cheques should be made payable
Amateur

to the Proprietors, Cassell & Co. Lto.
General Correspondence is to be brief and written
co one side of the paper only. All sketches and
drawings to be co separate sheets.

Contributions are always welcome, will be promptly

crosidered, and it used will be paid for.
Communications should be addressed, according to
their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement
:.tanager or The Publisher, "Amateur Wirelevia,%
La Etlie £suvaite. London, E.C.4.

Oldham Wireless Society.

Hon. Sec.-G. HULBERT, 16, South Hill Street, Oldham.

THE secretary of the above society will be pleased
to hear from prospective members.
Coventry and District Wireless Association.

BEFORE the above association on Feb. 28 a lecture

was delivered by Mr. T. Wadsworth, head of the
electrical and physics department of the Coventry
Technical Institute, his subject being " The Ther-

The lecturer, in dealing vs ith the
fundamental principles underlying the action of a
thermionic valve, impressed., upon the audience the
necessity of clearly understanding what factors had
to be considered with regard to it. It was shown
mionic Valve."

how

matter

in

comprises

form

every

molecules,

Querist s Coupon Available until
Saturday, April 7, 1923

CC''','"W'V^W"\i'd"V^'V^'V

WELLER & GIBSON

TO THE TRADE

31 King Street, Tower Hill, London, E.1
Telephone: Avenue 7509.

Foot of Minories; 3 minutes from Mark L ne Station.

Come and Listen -in
Test Various Sets.

Gecophones.
Siemen's Sets.
Supra Sets.
With a.I makes of Telephones.

Am teur.

Marconiphones.
B.T.H. Sets.
Revophones.

Send Your Inquiries to
LONDON METAL WAREHOUSES, LTD.,

I.

tt

iI.
i

FOR

BRASS

i

COPPER SHEETS, FOIL, WIRE, etc.
ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE; RESISTANCE WIRE.
BRASS SCREWS, NUTS, AND WASHERS.
ALUMINIUM, BRONZE, etc.
CASTINGS IN ALL NON-FERROUS METALS.

Aerial Wire, 7/22 Copper, 2,9 per 100 ft.
Demonstrations daily.
Accumulators Charged.
All Accessories stocked.
Write, Call or 'Phone 7486 Gerrard

HAWKINS & WOOLLDRIDGE,
39, LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2

!,

-1..

Telephones:

Telegrams:

" STEBRAWARE. SEDIST. LONDON.k,-.al,...........§....-..ir...1.11
."....0...0 4

i

HOP 1913 & 6196

CITY 0DEPOT
------f

If it's WIRELESS we've Got it
CRYSTAL SETS from £1 10 0 to £4 17 6. Complete
VALVE 3E TS, Crystal and Valve Receiver, £ 1 3 10 0
Complete 3 Valve Set, with loud speaker, £44 0 O. All sets
passed by B.B.C. No further expense.
PHONES. 4,000 ohms, best type, from 22/6 upwards.

I

Hill St., Pocock St., Blackfriars Rd., S.E.2.

Trade Supplied.

POST ORDERS DISPATCHED DAY OF RECEIPT.
Send for Price Lists.

i.

Foundry and Warehouse :

All accessories for Lie discriminating

We c rry Stock.

RODS, TUBES, SHEETS, ANGLES, etc.

i

i
,

London Wireless Supplies Co.-NOW OPEN
One minute from Broad St.
and Liverpool St. Stations

52, NEW BROAD ST.,
LONDON WALL, E.C.2

L W SC Crystal Set with
COMPLETE
British stamped Head -

3 GUINEAS

phones. A rial Wire Lead-in
ube and Insulators

OTHER SETS UP TO 40 GUINEAS
ALL INSTRUMENTS ARE DEMONSTRATED UPOV

REQUEST DURING BROADCASTING HOCRS
YOURSELF
BEFORE PURCHASE
Come and Listen -on

SATISFY

MARCH 31, 1923
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MARCONI'S LATEST

New Popular Marconiphone Brings ALL Broadcasting Stations within Range
A new and improved Two -Valve Marconiphone has been
perfected and is now on sale.
With it, no matter what part of the country you live in, you
can listen -in with perfect results to all the British Broadcasting
Stations from Glasgow to Cardiff.

Price Reduced
Owing to the enormous demand created for this instrument, it has
been found possible to economise largely in overhead charges.
The public is given the benefit of these economies, and the New
Marconiphone Va is on sale everywhere at

£1.6

:

3

:

6

without accessories-or £24 complete

the ,.aster nrind

Vhe `triumph of

Ask your local dealer at once aloof Me New Marconiphone V2.

THE. NEW MARCONIPHONE

All orders areT=g dealt with in strict rotation.

MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH COMPANY LIMITED
Marconiphone

Department,

Marconi

House,

Strand,

" A " Type, 4,000 ohms, British Made
"B
4,000
Genuine " Brunet " Phones, per pair
" Continental Ericsson " Phones

LOUD SPEAKERS
with new improved
Curved Horns

19/6
25/-

THE requisites of a Loud Speaker
are pure tone, clear articulation,

21 /-

and good volume of sound.

2316

these qualities in a marked degree.

The
BROWN Loud Speaker possesses all

Type H. 2 has been designed to meet
home requirements, both as to volume
of sound and price.

PRICES

Price, complete with

The

cheapest

H. 2 (Small), Low Resistance.
120 ohms, height 12 in.

Phones

and most
efficient

Aerial Wire,
etc. B.B.C.
Royalty
paid.

Crystal Set

on the
market

W.C. 2

`BROWN

milminThe

Special Offer of Headphones
at Bargain Prices

London,

£33s.

H.2
(small
size).

Height
12 in.

THE BROWN MICROPHONE
AMPLIFIER.
This amplifier gives a magnification much greater

than that obtained from a two -valve amplifier.

Prices

Accumulators, Crystal Sets, High-tension Batteries
and Valve Sets at keenest prices. Special atten-

tion given to post orders.
Send for Jrice lists. Free on application.

NORTHCOTE MOTOR CO.,
145, Northcote Rd., London. S.W.1 1.
19A and 49 Buses pass the Door.

£3 0 0

H. 1 (Large). Low Resistance.
120 ohms, height 21 in. £6 5 0
(High Resistances for either size,2/6 to 5/- extra:

Illustrated Catalogue of Head-

phones, Loud Speakers and
Amplifiers, post free.

Low Resistance (zoo ohms input),
High Resistance (2,00o ohms input),

£6 0 0
£6 2 5

Our alOaratus can be obtained /rum all
wireless dealers.

Sole Manufacturers

S. G. BROWN, LTD.
19, MORTIMER STREET, LONDON, W.1
Head Office and Works: Victoria Road, North Acton, W.3

MAI:C11 31, 1923
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CHEAPEST WIRELESS HOUSE
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All goods are sold on the Clear Policy of Cash in Full, refunded in 7 days should clients desire to return any goods purchased
wonderful

We guarantee entire
exceedingly sensitive.
satisfaction. Myself, staff and friends use 110
Price, 2916 pair.

Brown's Model F
T.M.C., 4,000 ohms

...
...

...

French, 4,000 ohms
Brunet

22/6

25/19/6

S.1 D.P.E., French, 4,000 .11 ra s
Eriessons Continental, 2,100 ohms

22/6

Head Phones, complete, 300 ohms

...

16/6

Single Ear Phone, with head strap and
6i9

Single Ear Phone, 150 ohins
Single

120

5/3/

0

-

-

each

4i -

charges.

B.B.C.

£1

6

7

6

h

per doz.

tal Receiving Unit, 1 pair of 2,000
ohm Stromberg Carlson phones, 3 in.
sulators, lead-in tube, 20 ft. earth wire,
20 ft. lead-in wire, lightning arrester,
... £4
pulley and earthing clip.
Muzzulphone Crystal B.B.C. Set, compris-

per 100 ft.

braided

FORMERS (wound)
12

5

with

by 4,

20

to 24

nii

headphones, 100 ft. 7/22 aerial wire,
lead-in tube, lead-in wire,

Spacer Washers, large

with lock

add key, with separate partition for
one pair of T.M.C. 4,000 ohm double

washer

including

CRYSTAL DETECTORS
10d.

INSULATORS
2 -in reel, white

...

6d.
2d.

9d.

3.2

Intervalve, ratio 5 to 1
Telephone Transformers, best quality,...
Contact Studs, complete with nuts and

cabinet, fitted

216

TRANSFORMERS

ing Crystal Unit beautifully mounted

in polished

1/3

5d.

per 100 ft.
per Wire
per 100 ft.
Indoor Aerial Wire ...
Lead-in or Earth Wire, outside diameter,
4 mm., pure 3122 copper wire, insulated and braided
Straining Wire for Aerial, poles and bars,
steel and copper wire, insulated and

Palmerphone Crystal Set, guaranteed to
receive with an average aerial up to
20 miles, beautifully made and well
finished, comprising Panel Type Crys-

Ready for mounting

CONDENSERS
Condenser Vanes, best quality

ing all

2

15

Flat, 6 in a Set, from 170 to 2,000 met,:

..

Genuine 7/22 Stranded Hard Drawn Cop -

Crystal Panel Type B.B.C. Unit, very effi...
£1
cient, including all charges
Ardiphone Crystal Set, extra good, includ-

earthing clip, 3 insulators, earth wire,

BASKET COILS

Fixed, .0001 to .0003

AERIAL WIRE

RECEIVING SETS

PHONES
American. Stromberg Carlson
Head Phones, 2,000 ohms, very comfortable,

The

small

...

... per doz.
... per doz.
... per doz.

Valve Holders, complete with 8 nuts and
4 washers
Filament Resistances ...

...

...

Slider Knob and Plunger ...

each

13/6
13(6

7d.
3d.
2d.
10d.

each 2/3 to 3/ 4d.
each
...

each
...
Scales, 0 to 180
Brass Knobs, 2, 4, 5 and 6 B.A., per doz.

4d.
3d.

GEORGE PALMER
47,GERRARDPhone-REGENT
STREET,
LONDON, W.1
1475 and 247
Wholesale Trade Supplied

Postage extra on all Coods

2.0111M1111Ma,

Build a Powerful Set
"LISSEN " ANODE REACTANCE
(Provisional Patent)

71,11,4,

VIVIIIIillllllillllllllllllilllillllllllll

Use

this Radio Frequency Amplifying

component to increase the range of your
set. Largely eliminates static and other
disturbances. Strengthens weak signals,
Mingo: in distant stations. Allows use
of indoor aerial where otherwise not
po sible. Has a " Lissen " Rotary Switch
all complete.

The Secret of

Perfect Reception
YOUR valves may be per-

fect --- the atmospheric

cond iti uns in an excellent
accumulators

mood - your

supplying your sensitive little
instrument with full eapacityof
current, and yet, with all your
caraful tuning and tasting,
your instrument just fails to
-giva yon the perfect reception
it should. Have you exaigined
your wiring?
The biggest
'snag' in your whole apparatus, and waster of valuable

Can be fixed in two minutes.

Only one hole to be drilled in panel, and
wo soldered connections made to tinned tags
provided. In two ranges. Both designed to
give maximum efficiency on Broadcasting

band of wavelengths, and the larger

size

effectively covers the higher range to, wQ11.
Range 1.5o to too metres, 6. tap -

[rugs, complete with multiple
switch
The other covers 15o to 10,000
metres, ri tappings and multiple
switch

27/6
32/6
Pro

Only thing of its kind on the market.

visionally protected. Saves hours of work.
Sent out with wiring diagram and simple
instructions.

SELF -TUNED NEEDS NO CONDENSER.
LISSEN L.F. INTERVALVE
TRANSFORMER
best amplifying transformer that can be made at
TYPE T.3. 16/6 1 the
the price, and sold under the LISSEN NAME GUARANTEE

.

%mirage is a faulty connection.
Make sure el lour connec-,
tions by Soldering. Sildering
is child's play when you've a tin of FLUX ITE at hand to help y. -u, or better still,
a complete Soldering Set that we have had specially prepared for the convenience
ufcustomers. Ask your Ironmonger or Hardware Dealer to show you the neat little

FLUXITE SOLDERING SET
It is perfectly simple to use and will

last for years in constant use. It
contains a special 'small space'
Soldering Iron with non -heating
metal handle, a Pocket Blowlamp,
FLUXITE Solder, etc., and full instructions. Price 7/8 Sample Set

REDUCED
PRICE

7/6

post paid United Kingdom.

IF YOUR DEALER DOES NOT STOCK SEND
DIRECT-NO EXTRA FOR POSTAGE. THIS
COMPONENT IS MEETING WITH A TERRIFIC

..

DEMAND.

............................

LISSEN COMPANY
16-20, WOODGER ROAD, GOLDHAWK ROAD,

SHEPHERD'S BUSH, LONDON, W.12
Telephone

1072 Hammersmith.

USSENApparatus.-Well Thought Out, Then Well Made.

FLUXITE

Simplifies Soldering
All Hardware all Ironmongery Stores sell
FLUXITE in Tins. Prier 8d., 1.41 and 2/8,

Buy a Tin To -day

For the Tool -kit of your Car or
Motor -cycle or any Soldering
jobs about the Home

FLUXITE LTD., 326, Bevington Street, Bermondsey, Eng.
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REDUCTION IN PRICE

-_-:=-

With the first number of Vol. XII. dated

--_--=

APRIL 7th, 1923,

===

The Wireless World
and Radio Review
D. weekly
will be

=
E -E.7

SUBSCRIPTION RATES:

Twelve Months, 20/-

Six Months,

I. 0/-

In addition to the usual features, No. 1 of the New Volume
WILL INCLUDE
Design of a Complete Receiving Station
Equipping a Home Wireless Workshop

By F. H. HAYNES

New Ideas for the3 Experimenter
Principles of Wireless for the Beginner

By W. JAMES

How to Make Standard Instruments for your
Laboratory

Ay PHILIP R. COURSEY

Neon Tubes and their Characteristics

By S. 0. PEARSON

Obtainable of all Bookstalls and Newsagents

DON'T MISS THIS ISSUE
L.,

ORDER NOW

m,
ne win:woo press, Ltd., 12-13 Henrietta St., London, W.C.2

=kw r Wireless
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PORTLAND'S BRITISH

STOCKS
EBONITE
ALWAYS A T

"STOCKS"
Send for Free List !

Write, Lail, or Phone.

" ERICSSONS " light, very sensitive,
beautifully constructed. Postage 11- ...

" PIVAL " Genuine French Headphones,
4.000 ohms. Postage 11Picard Headphones, 4,000 ohms. Postage
All guaranteed phones, double earpie
and complete with cords.
AERIAL WIRE, 7/22 copper in 100 ft.
lengths. Postage 11VANES, 22/24 gauge ...
BASKET COILS, 7 in set

BRASS NUTS, 2 to 6 B.A., 4d. doz.
washers ...
doz.
BRASS ROD, screwed, 2 ,to 6 B.A., in
12 in. lengths ...
COIL HOLDERS, on ebonite, mahogany

- Three-way, solid ebonite, with long
COLL HOLDER SOCKETS ...
CONDENSERS (fixed), any capacity
CONTACT STUDS, complete with nut
and washer, by
CRYSTAL DETEC TORS, solid brass on
Ditto dnstproof, in glass case ...
CRYSTAL CFI'S, 1d each; 3 screw ...
MARV ELIT E, tine super sensitive crystal
cRvsTALs. 11,,tzite, 113; Zineite,- 9d.;
Galena, Silicon, Bornite, Carborundum
each

EBONITE DIALS, engraved IY-180

EARTH CLIPS, Copper
FILAMENT
action

earn'

...

RESISTANCES,

velvet

2/6 and
RESISTANCE FORMERS
...
each
GRID -LEAK AND CONDENSERS cornbined

INSULATING SLEEVING,

mm., 5d.

1

yd.

INSULATED TAPE,
INDUCTANCES,

=,

lb.

wound

roll
22424

...

..

enamel

7:1

6d.
5/2d.
3d.

9/6
1/1/3

B

35 x l i. x
do.

C

P.

d.

1

6

3

1

1

0

}he annoyance cursed corougli
OINt.:
to reaction
radiation,
must be tn,cd with cautim.

18

0

(Ed toe of Modern SVIreless), full pa ticuur,

Quality Half Mat,

x -"

Mat by Sandblasting. 2-1 x 24 x t. fit lb. 1 1 0
Half Sheets, half price plus 1/- Postage and,

packing 1/3 any weight

3d.
2/6

3d.
1/6
3/6
1/316

6d.
9d.

14/ -

SCALES, ivorinc, engravedf 0-180

45d.
2d.

41d.
1/ -

4d.

Atop,' are Trade prices

each
earl.

_

...

.

SINGLE VALVE Crystal set amplifying

JAMES PORTLAND,

Verifier

6/6
5/6
4/6
3/2/3
2f-

F rBoomo

E.C.2.

AND

ll

Book

sellers
cr 218

6, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON

post free direct

-RADIO-

PRESS Ltd

[leveret' x Court,

32, Northampton Sq., Clerkenwell,
188, Blythe Road, Olympia, W.
'Phone ; 4408 Clerkenwell.

STRAND, W.0.2.
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The Triumph
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Equal to the Best, Second to None.''

ValvcCircuits
ByJohn Scott-Tapprt EinstP
SINGERS
FOR WIRELESS
PRICES RIGHT QUALITY RIGHT: DESPATCH RIGHT AWAY
,
Per pair
Call and inspect them.
25/-

3d.

2d.
4d.
4d.

1d.

id.
1 Id.

Special Offer of Ericsson Headphones,
4, 000 ohms. B.B.C. Superior quality.

Fellows Headphones, 4,000 ohms. B.B.C.
Aerial
LLX

RECEIVER ONLY, Tax paid, Post Free
COMPLETE OUTFIT, as illustrated
clitto

with Special Quality Phones
The Trade Sze/SAlled wit4

21 -

55'59, -

SETS, PARTS, CRYSTALS, PHONES, etc.

3d.

The Triumph

COMPLETE CONDENSER PARTS
...
...

Circuits, Ties -Valve Circuits, Three.
Valve Circuits, Fear -Valve Circuits and FivevalveCircuits. Local Oscillators fur Heterodyne reception of C.W. Valve Transmitter and
Radiophone Circuits.

200 Wireless Parts ready for the Trade

Od.

panel

.001
.00075
.0005
.0003
.0002
.0001

-ContentsCRYSTAL Detector Circuits, Sin; -le Valve

4d.

1/3 and 1/.

VALVE SOCKETS, with shoulder
earl,
WANDER PLUG, 3d.; Wood's Metal,

4d.; Mica Strip

Ebok to -day and see how easily you can alter the wiring of your set to pick tip all the Broadcasting

-

...

..

you are not now tin&s, Reaction get a copy of lb.,:
Stations in the country by its aid

plete

TABLETS, earth, aerial, phones, etc., ca.
TERMINALS, special large, with nin
and washer, 11d.; W.O. type, 2d. ; tele
...
Phone, 2d.,
TINFOIL
...
sheet
COPPER -FOIL
_.
...
sheet
VALVE HOLDERS, turned, ebonite, with
nuts
VALVE -PINS
..
VALVE SOCKETS

In

are given of a number of circuits in which Reaction
us .(1, bnt which will pass P.M.G.'s rtquireinents. It

PANELS cut to- any size', edges dressed id. per'
square inch. Trade 15 per cent, discount over £2

4d.

re.

minis new Book by John Scott . Taggart, Elliot. P.

6d.
2/6
4/6

TRANSFORMERS, fittest manufacture.

.

Post

lb.
Office

4/6

ratio 5 to 1 (postage 9d.) ...
...
KNOBS, with Brass nut insert, 2
...
LEADING -IN TUBES, ebonite, with terminals, 12 in 1/4; 9 in. 1/2; 6 in.
SLIDER AND PLUNGER complete
...
SLIDER KNOBS. 1 in. sq., 12 in. or
13 in. drilled
SOLDERALUMI .MNII, a stick
ES small, 2d.; large.
SPACER. WASHR
doe
SWITCH ARMS, laminated blades, com.

'Phone : 4408 Clerkenwell.
Portland's Al Drilling Mat. 311 x 18 x I,

3/3

,

32, Northampton Sq., Clerkenwell,
188, Blythe Road, Hammersmith.

25/ -

wire, 12 by 4 (postage 1/-) ...INTERVALVE LOW -FREQUENCY
.

AND

2316

219

doz.

6, CHEAPSIDE,
E.C.2.

D.C. ACCUMULATOR CHARGING SLT

12;6
12/10;6
7/6
6/4/9

"STOCKS"
Note New- Address

89, Newman Street,

Where we haveTmore commodious premises.
Phone : No. 4790 Regent.
'Grains : "Stocks " Regent 4790 London.

copper,

Basket Coils, " Oojah," set of seven ...
in. by
in., with nuts
Contact Studs,
washers

Coil Holders, for

3

each
coils, Ebonite, witlt

Crystal Detectors, superior, open type
Dyystal Detectors, ,tiperier, enclosed in

23/

2/9
5i-

3/9
6/-

6d

9d.

13/6
2/6

11/6
3/-

4/6

5/3

Condensers, Fixed, any capacity ... each 1/3
1/6
Condensers, Variable, beautifully made,
ith circular top and bottom plates,
knob, pointer and scale
Vernier. I Postage, 11.0002
.001
'.0005
.0003
12/6
8,6
7/6
5/3... ea,.../eac11/13 ext176.
1/6
Ebonite Dials, engraved 0-180
Filament Resistances, easy attachment
2/9
3/1
Post, 6d. extra.
Inductance Coils, NV (mild enamel wire,
each 3/3
4/9
12 by 4
Knobs, With brass insert (2-B.A.) each 4*d. 6d.
Lead -in -Tubes, ebonite, with brass terminals
12- im
1 By Post,
in.
9 in.

U-1/2

.

J each extra.

1/4

Slider6 Plungern and Rod, 13 in. drilled,

TRADE SUPPLIED

Oxford Street, London, W.

drawn

2316

21/6

.

Kindly forward ample Postage.
Balance fully refunded.

1,rille,l(b,olor Tap Plate and bottom. 16 pair. 1., cr) chis
ready for assembling. Postage, I. set extra.

hard

Wire, 7/22

Per pair

Spacer Washers, large, 3 doz., 9d.
Spacer Washers, small, 6 doz. 1/-.
For home use, or those charging;
Accumulators as a Business,

D.C. SETS from 30/A.C. SETS from 05/1HE TRADE SUPPLIED

S, W.

C. T. Ltd., 26, CH OHOURCH STREET.1

By Post, 1/-.
By Post, 1/4.

Switch Arms, with polished Knob, bushed
2

II A.

nut,

blade,

four -laminated

'each 1/3 and 1/6.. By Post, 3d. extra.
Valve Holders, turned ebonite, complete
each
with 8 nuts and 4 -crashers
-

1/3

Valve LegS, shouldered, with nuts and
... doz.
1/washers ...
S/iti/if. Se:id/or Free
All Other

L. SINGER,

1/6

1/6

11 BOUVERIE STREET, RIMED STREET:

PADDINGTON; LONDON, W.2.

Business Hours
Close to Paddington and Edgware Road Statism.
6 a.m. to 8 p.m. Thursdays 1 o'cicck. PHONE 4495 PADOINGTON

MARCH 31, 1923
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Miss Ellis Jeffreys and Miss Margaret Bannerman (Principals in "Decam- on Nights"

at

Drury Lane Theatre) obviously enjoying the pleasures of Broadcasting on a GECOPHONE Set.

OPHONti

'ir--=---=-

,.,---_,

illli\

VII'

" LISTENING -IN " SETS

tig

1

111

I

il

I

i

0

hiii'II
i I

received so instant a response,i'l
No innovation has received
)
from the Public as Broadcasting, which brings
right to one's fireside the very lat2A speech, song
and music.
III

Til 11
11

Ill111

A discriminate selection of the " Listening -in " Set
is.

however, of paramount importance, and

if

you will be

guided by the experience of thousands of already satisfied
users, you will purchase

a GECOPHONE without

further delay.

GECOPHONES are the outcome of

the

(.,_
illiiii,Aiiiiii...---

/

i

I

11

.

; 11114,5-

I

,,iiii

i

for best possible results

11

411

1

1

'

II

I

0
11.

10

--- ..7-:'.,11.

..':---Q--EC-opH
--- (--31Staj

-----

- ------

__., ...

vast

- . ..

1

1

11

-----____,.--,,,X

research and manufacturing experience of their makers-

The G.E.C. (The General Electric Co., Ltd.)-in many
years' Telephone and Wireless practice, and positively
ensure the most perfect reception of speech and music.
They are universally acknowledged The World's Best
Broadcasting Sets.
Volumes of unsolicited testimony from satisfied users.
Fully approved by H.M. Postmaster -General.

Sold by PRINCIPAL ELECTRICIANS, STORES AND
WIRELESS DEALERS.
Sole Selling Agents for the Music Trades in Great Britain & IrelandColumbia Gramophone Co., Ltd.,
102-108 Clerkenwell Road, London, E.C.l.
Manufacturers & Wholesale Only-

The General Electric Co., Ld.. Magnet House, Kingsway,
London, W.C.2.

GECOPHONE

2 -Valve

Set

in

highly -polished

mahogany cabinet of handsome appearance, complete
with valves, all batteries, and one pair double head phones (2,000 ohms).
Approx. range (with Standard P.O. Aerial), 100 miles.
Price complete, £25 0 0

GECOPHONE CRYSTAL SETS,
No. 1 TYPE-Single Circuit Crystal Receiving Set complete
with one pair double head -phones and aerial equipment.
Approx. range (with Standard P.O. Aerial), 25 miles.
Price complete

£5 10

0

No. 2 TYPE-For more selective tuning than

set No. 1.
Complete with one pair double head -phones and aerial equip ment. Approx. range (with Standard P.O. Aerial), 30 miles.
Price complete

£9 15 0

MARCH 3', 1923
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Sta

ad nraAy

awe

Here's" Real Radio Service,
0
ff

im.3
Auctionis
ALMOST any form of Mast will

ff

L-k serve to carry an Aerial, but it is
much better in the long run to
put up something better and be free
from Aerial troubles,
This new steel Mast is 30 fe:t high, in
three interlocking sections, and is inmensely strong. Painted grey.
30 ft. Mast in three
sections without fittings

.

.

.001

PETO-SCOTT CO., LTD.,

12
10
9

.0005

64, High Holborn, London, W.C.1

1

5

0

1

5

0

1

1

0

1 12

6

.

.

2 12

6

4

6

B.B.C..B.C.

6

2

2
2

0
6
9

6

15
13

0
0

6

11

0

Basket 00o0i13
Coils, set of 7, 150-4,000 metres
.
Slab Coils, set of 8, 150-25,000 .
Intervalve Transformers. Distortionless

2

5 10

cient, per doz.
.
.
.
.
.
High Tension Batteries. 15 volt, 2/6. 36 volt, 6/6.
66 volt
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Accumulators, 4 volt 20 amp, 14/-. 4 volt 40 amp. 19/6.
4 volt 60 amp. .
.
.
.
.
.
.
Variable Condensers. Panel Mounting. In Celluloid Case.

ebonite lead-in tube.

d.
6

s.

stock.

in

" Gecophone " Crystal Set B.B.C., complete with Telephones, Aerial and Earth wires, Lead in, etc.
.
Crystal Sets " stamped B.B.C., mounted in Cabinet .
Aerial Wire, 7/22 bare copper stranded, 100 feet .
.
Insulators, Reel, Ild., Egg, 3d. Shell.
.
Batteries for H.T. 4 and 5 volts. Economical and Effi-

To the first 50 purchasers
of complete Masts, we will
present 150 feet stranded
copper Aerial Wire, two
shell insulators, and one

`A

.

.

.

in
magnificent cabinet, complete with 1 pair " Western
Elecphones "
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

651-

18

Special Line of French Fhones similar to "Brunets";

.

carnigeforw rd

(11

£

French Telephones, light, adjustable, 4,000 ohms .
.
" Federal " Phones. Known to all Wireless experimenters
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
British Headphones, stamped B.B.C. Aluminium Headbands
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

'° Western Electric Crystal Sets," stamped

50/ -

strainers and iron pegs,
hut without Aerial Wire

AT PRICES TO
SUIT ALL

call and inspect them yourself
.
Western Electric Headphones, 4,000 ohms
" Amplion " Loud Speakers. Actually
" Junior " .
.
.
.

carriage forward

Comp'ete with galvanised
stra'ning wire, tott' ley,

HEADPHONES

.

ELECTR

1

4

6

10

6

6

0

5
7

0
6

14

0

AND

The Waterloo Electric Co., WIRELESSICAL
ENGINEERS,
129, WATERLOO ROAD, S.E.1.
Please include sufficient fiosta;:e, balan'e vefiended.

'Phone : HOP 5649.

1111111151111111111111111111111111111111111MINEM1111111111151HEM111111111111111111111111=1111
11

i A. MUN DAY, LTD9

THE OFFICIAL CRYSTAL SET

_

i
a

59, WATLING ST., E C 4
(One

door Queen Victoria Street.)

..

45, EASTCHEAP, E.C.3
TELEF HONE: CITY 2972
is

BROWN'S DOUBLE HEADPHONES FEATHERWEIGHT,
4,000 OHMS
pair

STERLING'S ditto, B.B.C.
M
ENGLISH ditto, stamped B.B.C.

..

..
ditto ..
..
..

30/-

30/- 1
20/. U

IIII

18/6 1
4,000 OHMS
22/6 II
8,000 OHMS
271. 1
T.M.C. 4,000 Ohm PHONES, including B.B.C. Tax.
INTERVALVE LOW FREQUENCY TRANSFOEMERS,gunranteed 121. .
2/-, 2/6, and 4/6
FILAMENT RESISTANCES
.
.. Sd., 1,- and 2/3
VALVE HOLDERS .,
..

FRENCH, BEST QUALITY

.

ill
M

CONDENSER SCALES

..

.

..

COMPLETE CRYSTAL SETS, including B.B:C. stamp
GEEKO CRYSTAL SETS, FELLOWS CRYSTAL and VALVE
SETS, 3 -valve Set
CRYSTAL DETECTORS..

CRYSTAL SETS,
111

III

..
stamped B.B.C.

(Comislete, as II/us/rated)

£4 19 6

Case is polished Mahogany.

'Phones are Ericsson's,
stamped B.B.C., and
made at Beeston,Notts
(4,000 ohms).

Aerial wire is 7/22 hard
drawn copper, 100 ft
Every part of the Set is
mounted on Ebonite
and all connections

3d. 1

are solde red.
Crystal is " lonite "(sensitive all over).
" Cat's Whisker " is

M

silver.
Range up to 25 miles,
Every Set guaranteed.

25/.

1/6, 1,11, 2 5 and 3;11

25-

Send for Ca'alogue and
Leaflet of Valve Sets.

P. H. BOYS & CO.,

ALL CRYSTALS IN STOCK
SILVER WIRE, ETC.

Electrical and Wireless Engineers,

187,

1 Alt size Accumulators ready charged.

GOSWELL ROAD, LONDON,

IIIMIMEMMMliOWEMMMMIMMMnUMMHMMMNIMISM.rl

ASHLEY WIRELESS TELEPHONE CO. LTD.
69 Renshaw Street
Liverpool

E.C.1

MARCH 31,

1923.
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COtateur Winless

FOR WIRELESS

-GAM-0-PEIONE
CRYSTAL RECEIVING SET

THE

NATIONAL WIRELESS
ELECTRIC CO.
A SUPER CRYSTAL SET
GUARANTEED
TO RECEIVE BROADCAST TELEPHONY

UP TO 110 MILES

Price £ 1 : 1 0 : 0 id=

FOR

£3 :18:6

Simplicity, absolute efficiency and craftsmanship, at a low
price, tend to make the ' Gam -o -phone " the wonder
proposition of the wireless market.

The " Gam -o -phone" has a wavelength range of too to
t.000 metres, and is entirely suited for general broadcasting receiving. Only one adjustment has to be made,
by which very fine tuning is obtainable.

WHALE &
321, Vauxhall Bridge Road,
and

THE
FREE

For

'Phone Nos.

201, Powis Street, Woolwich

TRADE
SUPPLIED

Victoria 5413
Woolwich 548

LOUD SPEAKER
HEADPHONE
DISTORTION

PRICE Patent
18/6 For led

FROM

Valve

Sets.

Scientifically con-

4,000 ohms, 100 ft. Aerial Wire,
7/22 & 4 Insulators. Post extra, 1;6
Beautiful

LONDON, S.W.1
THE

Complete with Brown's " F" Phones,

Undoubtedly

Workmanship.

the finest

All brass parts
are N. -Plated:

Crystal S e t

Variometer

purchasers'

Tuning.

in the World.
Come and see

testimoz.ials.

Stamped

G.P.O. No.

B.B.C.

441

structed to give
perfect reproduction

WE MUCH REGRET DELAY WHICH OCCURRED
LAST WEEK, BUT THE MOST EXTRAORDINARY
DEMAND SIMPLY LEFT US STANDING.

of the voice and
music from your
headphone.
So'e Manufactur,rs -

HAZZARD & Co ,
192, Coventry Road, Small Heath, Birmingham.
'Phone : Victoria, 546

We have now doubled our staff and can deliver within 7 days
from receipt of order. Write for list. We make eight types
of B.B.C. Sets.

COME AND SEE
I: EW CITY SHOWRO 3 MS
77/79, CANNON STREET
OUR

---,WHALE FOR WIRELESS
Valve Sets in Stock from £ 15 upwards.

Receiving Sets from 30/ Crystal Set, complete with Aerial Wire, Phones,
Complete

Crystal

Insulators, etc.

-

-

(Ireuding B.B.C. Royalties)

B B C. Phones

.

.

...

...

.

o

.

...

...

...
R" Type Valves ...
...
...
" V 24' or " Q " Valves ..
Intervalve Transformers, Army Type

...

...
...

Large

&3 0 0

...
...
..
...
...

251-

ii,68E a:
...

12,6

...

22,6

(Our own manufacture)

do.

do.
do.
do.
with removable primary or secondary coils ...

Te:e3cope Steel Masts, complete with 15 ft. stays
30 ft.

Carriage extra en above trice,.

WHALE & CO.,

...

i515 25

321. VAUXHALLVv BRIDGE Rd.,

& at 201, PO1S ST.. W OOLWICH
TELEPHONES: Victoria 5413 ant WOOLWICH 548

o

All our Sets are on View and

you may hear any of them

HUGE STOCKS

OF ALL WIRELESS COMPONENTS

AT THE RIGHT PRICE
All Communications to our Works, pfeas-,. ;

7A, CHURCH RD., ACTON, W.3
....11=.11111MMEMINI111111111

Om:deur Wirati_s3
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RELIANCE RADIO SERVICE CO.
THE RELIANCE No. 3 CRYSTAL RECEIVING SET.
(P.M.G. Reg. No. 373,)

Manufactured by one of the oldest firms in the trade. The neatest and
most efficient Crystal set as yet offered to the public at the price.
As illustrated and with the following accessories :1
pair 4,000 ohms Double Headphones, 100 ft. 7/22 Stranded Copper
Aerial Wire, 4 Insulators, 36 ft. Insulated Lead-in Wire.

Price £3 1 7s. 6d. Plus B.B.C. Royalty 716.
Receiver consists of Sloping Ebonite Panel mounted in Oak Cabinet with
Lid and Clip. Double Tuner, consisting of Tappings taken to 14 points,

thus allowing very fine adjustment to be made. r Phone Condenser

.00i (hand calibrated). Silicon Crystal. Copper Spring in arm with ball
joint action and variable pressure. Will take 3 pairs Double Headphones
and has a range of zo miles for Telephony and too for Morse.
Not a toy but a scientifically designed instrument and equal in efficiency
and appearance to one costing double.
Demonstrations every evening between 5 and 7 p.m. Call and inspect
without obligation on your part. Hours 9 a.m. to 7 p.m., Saturdays i p.m.
Catalogue 3d., post free.

RELIANCE RADIO SERVICE

CO.,

283, ST. JOHN STREET, CLERKENWELL, LONDON, E.C.1.
4 minutes from Angel, Islington and opposite Northampton Institute.
'Phone: CLERKENWELL 4290.

.11.011.11111111,

POST FREE ORDERS.

FIRST QUALITY GOODS ONLY
Contact studs,

highly finished, with nut and washer ...

Aerial Wire, finest quality, 7/22 hard drawn copper

HEADPHONES.

...

...

Terminals (large), 2 and 4 B.A., doz. 2/-, with nut and washer

Double Receiver s FEDERAL

4,600 ohms. 25,6

ERICSSON B.B.C.

,

,f

23/6

BRUNET

,.

25/6

FELLOWS B.B.C.

III

21/6

STERLINGS B.B.C.
32/Single Receivers BRUNET
2,000 ohms. 12,6
,.

FRENCH

.

,

FELLOWS B.B.C.

Finest Quality L.F. TRANSFORMERS
5.1. Guaranteed

10/6

15j6

/I

W.O. pattern (large),

4

doz. 80.

... 100 ft. 2/10

doz.32,60
11

B.A., doz. 1/8, with nut and

Ordinary, doz. 1/6, 4 B.A., with nut and washer ...
doz. 2/.
Telephoue, 4 B.A., doz. 1/10 with nut and washer...
doz. 2/4
Aluminium Vanes, extra quality ...
...
...
.. ... doz. prs. 1/.
Crystal Detector, complete, mounted ebonite, 2j6,. special
quality, dust proof
5/lead-in Tubes, beautiful fininh, ... ... ... ... 6 in. 1/-, 9 in. 1'6
Switch Arms, first quality only, complete ...
..
...
eaeh 1/4
Knobs Ebonite), first quality, tapped, 2 B.A., brass nut ...
each 40.
ii

Ebonite Dials, marvellous value, o -18o, bored in centre...
Ebonite Valve Holders, with 8 nuts, first quality only
Filament Resistances, finest quality ... ... ...
Crystal Cups, with
lvorine Scales (engraved), o-i8o, best quality ... ...

h

each

...

...

1).

each 2'8
each 3d.
each ed.

Mullard Valves, Type R. 17/6, Ora 15/-, Cossor Valves each 15 Accumulators (British Make), highest quality, 4 volt, 20 amps.
164-, 4 volt 4o amps. 24/-, 4 volt 6o amps. 32/6, 6 volt 20 amps.

14/6

24,-, 6 volt 4o amps. 32i6, 6 volt 6o amps. 42/-.

Shell Insulators

(large)

...

...

...

.

...

...

each 6d.

SEND AMPLE POSTAGE.

THE LAST WORD IN CRYSTAL SETS.
CEE BEE No. 3 (with partitions. Approved by P.M.G. and B.B.C., G.P.O. (Reg. No. 249'. This set, for which we are the London selling axcnts,

is made by highly skilled labour, and consists of :
Inductance tube, made to G.P.O. regulations, with 20 tappings, wound with best insulated copper wire.
Detector de luxe double crystal with micrometer screw adjustment. finished in labquered brass to make two crystals.
All joints to connections soldered and covered with best insulating sleeving.
3
4. The complete set is brought to lour terminals and a no:stud switch, mounted on ebonite of superfine quality and fitted in light mahogany cabinet with
receptacle at side for earphone. Complete with crystals fitted and Royalty tax paid ...
...
£3 3 0
This handsome instrument is thoroughly tested before leaving the Works, and is guaranteed to be in working order.
Has a broadcast receiving range of a5 miles
Wonderful results can be obtained on an indoor aerial, and can be heard at this address any evening from 5 o'clock. Price complete with earphone, aerial
wire too ft., insulators and lead-in tube.
1.

a.

FOWLER & BRIGDEN

130, EUS
ROAD, KING CROSS,
Tel. Museum 4827
LONDON,TON.
N. W1.

MARCH 31, 1923
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LONDON

LIMITED.

3, FINCHLEY ROAD,
ST. JOHN'S WOOD, N.W.8.
Phony . HAMPSTEAD 1844

ANNOUNCE
That owing to the constant fluctuations in
market prices they have decided for the time

Our decision in this respect will undoubtedly be

being not to advertise the actual prices of their
Components and various Wireless supplies.

the advantage of the favourable terms we obtain.

We are watching the markets carefully and
exercising the greatest possible discrimination
in the purchase of our stock, as a result of

goods from a component to a 62 Guinea
Cabinet Set and provide not only the best on
the market but an entirely free expert service

which we are able to maintain our prices at

which

the lowest level.

amateur or professional.

in your favour as we are thus able to give you
We manufacture a complete range of Wireless

covers

every

Wireless

requirement.

Current pric:-.s and particulars by return on request.

THE

"BROWNIE WIRELESS"
CRYSTAL RECEIVER.
SPECIFICATION.
Set comprises solid best

ebonite drilled detector
panel, wound induction
coil, tuning slider, screw
clamp crystal cup, best

quality crystal, universally
jointed detector giving accu

rate and easy adjustment,
terminals, screws, and all
parts for assembling by our
patent method.

7/6

COMPLETE

by post 8/6

Contains every Fart necessary for simple

HOAD
8z
CO.
Electrical Engineers
36, St. Martin's Court,
Charing Cross Road.

erection.

A Scientific Achievement.
Guaranteed equal to sets costing many
tames the price.
Full and complete instructions enclosed
with each outfit.
London make.
Money returned if not as advertised.

Read what "Amateur Wireless"
sass, Feb. 24th.
" It was tested by a member of
our staff in the north of London,
and with four pairs of headphones
attached in parallel gave clear and
sufficiently loud speech, . . . We

can answer for the excellent results to be obtained."
Send postcard for illustrated folder " The
Brownie Wireless and all about it."

J. W. B. WIRELESS SUPPLIES

19, Garrick Street, W.C.2

Atrial Wire 7/22 bare
Copper, 2/6 per 100 ft.
Insulators, Egg, 3d. each.

Reel, 2d.
Valve holders with Nuts
and washers, 9d. each.
Laminated Switch Arms,
1 /- each.
Contact Studs, 5d. dozen.
Ivorine Scales, 4 d. each.
Crystal Detectors, from

Wound Formers,

12 x 4 3/3
19

19

99

99

12x3 3/-

6 x 3 2/9

6 x 3 2/6

Slider Knobs and Plunders,

4d. each.
7 in. Slider Rods, drilled,
13 in.

ditto

3d. each.
4d. each.

Heavy lead-in Wire 5 m/m

Rubber, 3d. yd., 12 yds.

2/6

2/3 each.
Best French Phones, 4000 ohms
8000

1 9/6
21 /6

(First Floor)

Near Leicester Sq. Tube Station
When writing mention "Amateur Wireless."

Postage Extra on a.I Items up to £2.
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Omateur Ws

"Set the
wave-length
for 7 o'clock ! "
T0 adjust your receiving set so
that it will wake you in the
morning, or enable you to
receive either news or music
a possibility of the future

only, is
described

in

GENTS'
" DISCOL" H.F. TRANSFORMER
IIAS BECOME A

STANDARD FITTING
IN THE RADIO WORLD
AND IS IN CONSTANT
DEMAND BY EVERY

CLASS OF USER-ASK
YOUR DEALER FOR-

accompanying the article, which reveals

yet another far-reaching development
of wireless. Don't miss it.

Broadcaster
THE RADIOPHONE MONTHLY FOR LISTENERS - IN

ONE SHILLING
Gcl your copy of the April number
to -day.

011Hr Features of the April
"BROADCASTER." :
A WIRELESS WIZARD,-Professor A. M, Low
contributes "Seeing by Wireless." Radio kinetnas
are a certain development of the future, he says.

"AMPLIFYING WITHOUT .VALVES."-Can

you work a loud -speaker without valve amplifiers?
Yes-this article shows you how.

BUILDING A RADIO RECEIVER. - "THE

BROADCASTER " is teaching thousands how to
I uild radio receivers. Every month the making of
part of a radio set is described and fully illustrated.
"BROAD EXPERT ADVICE FREE.
CAS I ER" readers have the privilege of corr_spot ding with a wireless expert on any question they

6/8 ea.

GENTS' "DISCOL" H.F. TRANSFORMER-

GENT & CO., LTD., 11' FAADRAIDAYDWEKPST.:. LEICESTER
London( of, Victoria St., S.W.,.
Newcastle -on -Tyne "Tangent House," Blackett St.

the April " BROAD-

CASTER," now on sale, in an article
entitled "Radio-the ' Knocker -Up.'"
Detailed descriptions and diagrams

nay care to ask.

MARCH 31, /023

BEGINNER'S GUIDE 10 WIRELESS
Explains in plain, everyday language, everything
you wish to know about Wireless Telegraphy.

HOW TO ERECT, CONNECT, AND MAKE

the apparatus required and full instructions for making coils,
tuners, and complete valve and crystal sets. Instructions and
diagrams for a two valve receiver are alone worth four times
cost of the book. 11:: pages, price 1 - post free.
SAXON RADIO CO. (Dg. ) , South Shore, BLACKPOOL

GUARANTEED VALUE
Only by manufacturing these Wireless Accessories and Sets In very large quantities are o e enabled

to offer them at such attractive prices.
CRYSTAL DETECTORS. Post free, 2/4 each.
Assembled on Ebonite, and Finely Finished. Remarkable Value.
FIXED CAPACITY CONDENSERS, 0.0003 to 0.001. Very efficient. Post free, 1/2 each.
FRENCH HEADPHONES (double). Post free, 21/0 the pair
Complete Sets at Parts for making Variable Condensers. Everything ready to asserntle,
and consisting of the following Accurate Aluminium Fixed and Noting. Van,, Lame
and Small Sparer Washers. Centre Square Spindle (screwed ends, 2 BA.), 3 Side Rods,

Nuts, and Brass Washers (2 B.A.), Pointer Scale, Terminals, Bushes, Spring Coil Washers,
Best Quality Knob, with 213.A. Nut Filament Rheostats
for
Capacity
Price
Assembled
1

7/8
5/ 8
3/8
3/2/7

.001

.0003

10/8

7/8

2, or 3 .Valves, post

Switafareeritse, eaSephieiviid
Value.send amplePo fpreoen,ell

.0001
131/5'
*
balance sounded.
Vernier
3/.
- 2/3
11., ,hays hold larva 8e0C.CS of everything Electrical. Waite or cal at:

THE BELGRAVIA ELECTRICAL COMPANY, TELEPHONE:

111, WILTON ROAD VICTORIA, S.W.1

FROM STOCK

-

Victoria 1420

WHOLESALE ONLY

BUY OF THE

ACTUAL MANUFACTURERS
EBONITE Sheet, Rod, Tube and Mouldings
BRASS TURNINGS, Terminals, Nuts, Screws,
Washers, etc.
BRASS stampings, etc., of all description
Lead-in Tubes

CRYSTAL DETECTORS, dustproof
Rheostats

Coilholders and COILPLUGS
HEADPHONES, various types

Write for Lowest Prices for Large or Small Quantities

G. & H.
Office :

119, Sutherland Avenue, London, W,9.

Works. Chalk Farm, Willesden, Cricklewood
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BROADCASTING
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OF.TESTIMONIALS

THE " ALDERSGATE''

sories, including Phones, Accumulators,

CRYSTAL SETS

Single Valve Set complete with all Acces-

£7 10 0

H.T. Battery and Valve
B.B.C. Royalty stamp ...

Send for List

00

1

If Aerial Wire and Insulator required, 5/ -

THE "DUO"

THE "PERFECTO"

Hundreds of testimonials for ethcient working.

extra.

WE HAVE
HUNDREDS OE

'

LARGE VARIETY

2 Valve Set

2 Valve Receiving Set

Comprises one D.T. valve and one

L.F. valve.

......*siamss.s.,.......

Designed for Broadcasting only.
This Set has a patent coupling and will not
radiate. The High Tension Battery is enclosed,

Functions alterna.

the " Duo," this set
giving Volume where the other
Lively to

, s..................-

and there are only six external terminals, aerial,

gives Range.

(74

earth, phones and low tension.
We claim that this Set is the easiest 2 -Valve Set
to manipulate on the market.
Price complete, all accessories for working,

A Powerful set for local Broad casting.
Batteries,
Complete Phones,
Accumulator, Valves, Aerial Wire
and Insulators for £10 15 0
B.B.C. Royalty stamp 1 15 0

)

including Phones, Batteries, H. r. and L.T.,

Aerial Wire, Insulators and Valves
Total £10 15 0
B.B.C. Royalty stamp, £1 15 0
extra.

1

L1

f.

...'.,

0E' 00...7

G.,.,0

,

..'
-4--

/
i

e.
,

ir*

NI

.

A TWO - VALVE SET WITH
REACTION
APPROVED
POSTMASTER -GENERAL

'

BROADCASTING No. 0236.

.

tks.11

...L..laiiE.,

BY

-.

FOR
.

Comprises one D.T. valve and

0 -,...,(,..;)
21E111.21/15tilEgaiiaim51.1=11

one L. F. valve mounted in a handsome slope back cabinet. Separate

filament control for each valve,
wave -length
range 200-4,000
metres.
Price complete with

phones, battery, accumulator, and
valves, aerial wire and insulators
..----I.,--

B. B.C. Royalty £2 5 0 extra:

,
,

1

' 111
..,..

111

..-

III

-

4-",1

t

..........

...

f.

Highly efficient 3 -Valve Broadcasting
Receiver. Will tune in all the Broadcasting stations and the low -wave French
telephony.
The H.T. battery is enclosed and is
varied by a switch.
Tuning is accomplished by condenser only,

thus making it the easiest 3 -valve set to

work at the price

of

£20.

accessories.

with all

Size of Cabinet,
2 ft. by a ft. by 7 in.

THE "UNIQUE

3 Valve deceiving Set.

As can be seen by the photograph this set has a unique design

and a high finish. The valves are behind the panel and are out of
the way, and can be seen by 3 peep holes.

The batteries fit into the cupboard on the left, thus making it a
set that is absolutely self-contained. Has a High -Frequency Transformer with one D.T. and one L.F. A Tapped Inductance .s on
the right-hand side of the set with two terminals for coils for higher
wave-lengths.

Complete with phones, accumulators, batteries, aerial and two
insulators ...
...
..
...
...
...
...
£20
There Is no doubt that this is the finest piece of workmanship
which can be had at this price.
B.B.C. Royalty stamp, £2 5 0 extra.

=
FT -.a__

=-_
_.....==

--j--

WIRELESS INSTALLATIONS LIMITED,
_

Dept. " B9" 81, TURNMILL STREET, LONDON, E.C.1.
Nearly opposite Farringdon Street Station, Metropolitan Railway.

-

==.-

=
_
-7----
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ADVERTISEMENT INSTRUCTIONS for " Amateur

Wireless" are accepted up to first post on Friday

Wireless for Paddington

HALL'

and Elsewhere
lutely complete, 13.B.C., inclucling,valves 13 10 0

Station Road, Willesden Junction.
[8 r
Wireless.-Wireless parts and
materialsghtpric
:Lin ate ors and the trade at the r right

cluding valves

13/15,

d.

s

FELLOPHONE 2 Valve Amplifier,' in-

with the "HALL MARK"
of QUALITY.

FELLOCRYST,Super,with H'phones,B.B.C. 4 1 5
HEADPHONES, Fellows, shozo, B,B.C.,

All Previous Prices Cancelled

postage 1,1-

Complete with Cords.

1 9/6

Va,iab'e Condensers, oor, 1 0'9

-

.001
.0075
.0005
.0003
-0002
.0001

Parts

postage

12/6

..

5/3
4/1
2/11
2/2

12'-

Valve Holders, nuts and washers,

8/-

...

. TRADE .

2/6

Two Coil Holders, solid ebonite, 6/9; mounted
Coil Holders,

solid ebonite, with long

.

complete

with

nut

and

1

3

4i

9

1

and

1

6
6

3

14

0

33

6

15

0

0

8
9

6
6

2 12

7el.pbone
P. I DD. r57.13

3/6
1/2
3/3

Slider Rods, 12 -in. or 13 -in. t -in. square brass,
drilled both ends ...
.. ..
Hertzite, 1/6. Bornite, Carborundum, Galena
Screwed Brass Lengths, 12 -in. 2 or 4 B.A. each
Inductances, wound 22/24 enamelled wire each
Leading -in Tubes (Ebonite), 6-itt. 10d.; 9 -in
each
1/-;
Orders under La kindly remit ample postage. Balance refunded if excess sent.

4d,

3/2
1/2

Send for Free Catalogue
TRADE HALL'S SUPPLIED

'PHONEINT "I'

1080

71, Beak St., Regent St., London, W.1
We have no Branches.
Our only address.
Hours: 2.30 a.m.-8 p.m. ; r p.m. Saturdays.

between Piccadilly Circus and Oxford Circus
'Buses 3, 6, 12, 13, 15, 32, 51, 53, 59 and 88 pass

Headphones, French (Picard), 4,000 ohms, double
strap, adjustable, 21s. 6d. ; single, complete with
cords, 2,000 ohms, 8s. 6d. ; (Thomson -Houston) 4,000,
,,Inns, imitation tortoiseshell
straps, 27s. 6d.Agency, 87, Beresford Road, London, N.8.:
11 s
Working Drawings of Wireless Apparatus supplied, also apparatus and parts.-Puckle, 26, Bere s ford ROad, N.5.
1.12 s
Mail Order.-Send stamped addressed envelope
fur list of parts.-Standid,ge & Co.; 47, Rossington
Street, E.5.

Transfers.-Name, design, 14s. Oil. gross.-R'.s
Transfer Company, 9, Churchmead Road, Willesden.
Samples, 6d.

[4 s

Wireless.-Smart youths with previous commercial

knowledge required.

Knowledge of

gramophones,

photography and sports an advantage but not essential. Quick promotion and good prospects if ambitious, energetic, tactful.
Apply stating previous
experience, enclosing copy references, and stating
commencing wage required.-Chas. IL Rodm ell,
London Bridge, S.E.1.
Iincite-Tellurium for sensitive permanent . adjustment. Selected tested crystals, 2s. pair, post free.
l'sed by Admiralty and in Elwell and Western Electric receivers.-Wallace, 113, St. James's Road,
Tooting.
[6 s
Wavemeters,

ex -disposal;

a

limited

Discounts to Dealers

FREEMAN & CO., Wholesale Radio Supplies,
14, Surrey Street, Croydon.

-auktt

kodocuie

4tto ovift.
For our various Publications we are always

and without diagrams and photographs. Good
rates paid. Constructional Articles must describe apparatus which has actually worked.

RADIO PRESS, LTD., Devereux
Court. Strand, London. W.C.2

K1RKNOOD.,
,Efecrical, gngineer; tt

08; Rose Street, EDINBURGH.
Postage extra.

Terms Dash with Order.

ft. Steel Masts, complete with stays, etc
100 ft. 7/22 Enamelled Copper Wire ...
Pair 6 ft. Pitch Pine Spreaders, varnished,
ends bushed

30

Pair Spreaders, as above, with bridles and 6
shell insulators wired up ready for erection
Shell Insulators, large
...
..
Down -lead Locaters
Galvanised Pulleys, 1i in. ,wheel

...

.

4d.
4d.
4d.

Bermondsey,

Street,

ready to receive Interesting Articleg-with

51-6.

Fixed Condensers, any capacity ...
.. each
Grid Leak and Condensers Combined ... each
...
... each
Slider Plunger, complete

Willow

6d. doz. Post Free.

PRICE LIST POST FREE

1.

lid.

41,

Good

3d.

1d.

E.1.&Co.,

TERMINAL
TAGS
4 B.A. Clearing.

VG IRELESS PARTS AND SETS

lid., 2d. and 3d.
set of 7 in.,
...............4,3
4d. per doz.;
Contact Studs, I in. by
n

Birmingham.

Parade,

a

to,,,,,(Blake
oBilank

Townsend

4-5, MASON'S AVENUE
BASINGHALL STREET,
LONDON, E.C.2.
CHEAPEST HOUSE IN CITY FOR

Basket, Coils,

runplete with nut and smasher
... doz.
Insulators, white egg, 3d.; green egg, 4d.;
green shell
.. 7d. doz., each
Stop Pins ...
Valve Pins, td. each ; with nut and washer, each
Brass Nutsi 2, 3, 4, B.A., doz. 3d.; 5 and 6
ILA.
(cut to any size)
lb
Ebonite 'Sheet,

87,

number carefully calibrated, price ,4:41 15s. each, post
free.-Omega Lampw urks, Ltd., 83, Merton Road,
London, S.W.19.
s
Experimenter's Surplus.-Bargains in accumulators, valves, wire, sundries. Stamp for list.-110dges,
Lauderdale, Dawlish.
12 s

10d.

washer

return.Lancasters,

0

3

Valve Holders, turned ebonite, complete with
Terminals,

tery

SPENCER'S" STORES

...
arms. to avoid capacity effects
9/6
Detectors, adjustable in every
23
...
glass
case
in
ditto,
enclosed
4ditto,
Engraved Ivorine Scales, 0-180, round or
...
4d.
square ends
extraordinary value,
Filament Resistances,
...
...2/3, 3/6, and 5,,
velvet action
Switch - Arms, complete with knob, collar,
quality,
washers, "bush outs, etc. 1st
1,3;
2nd quality

se row'

Service
11.4 r
174, Estcotirt Road, S.W.6.
Polished Mahogany or Teak Cabinets.-Quotations

6
6

3

OF DAILY VISITORS TO

Crystal

nut's, 113, 2nd quality
Crystal Cups. Plain 1d.; one, two, or three

moderate rates.: Write or phone fur tariff,-The Bat-

0

JOIN THE THRONG

4/9

2,000 ohms, 7s. Oa. ; cash 'with order.-M. E.
Hampshire, .139, Sydertharn Road, S.E.26.
119 r
Accumulators 'recharged, collected and delivered at
5s.

Sets Adjusted and faults detected for users la[1c8k-r
ing technical knowledge.-Wireless Aid, 21, Birkbeck
Road, Seutlf Ealing.
[3 s
Bargains in Wireless.-Write to -day for price list

(Close to Padd. S/at ion)

9d.

doz.

to 1,000 ohms,

0

246.

Valve Logs, with nuts and washers, ld. each;

'Trafalgar

near

7

F. N. GOUVY & CO., Ltd.
36, CRAVEN ROAD, W.2

3d.

London,

0

.

S UPI '1 lED

Street,

Telephone Receivers Rewound up

,

1,2, Is in. 1 '4, postage 4d.
L.T. Transformers, .4-t, postage
each
Accumulators, 4 V. 20 a. 13,'6, 6 V. 45 0.
H.T. Batteries, 16 V., tapped
...
Amplion Loud Speakers

Wijitcomb

Squar.C.

0

Lead-in Tubes, complete, 6 in. 1/-, 9 in.

10:6

.-

forie,ireo

from the factory.-The New tonia Wireless Factory,

per

best

movement, postage 4d. each
... 2'6
Switch Arms, knobs pinned on, post. 3d ea.

12/9; 5 to 1
manufacture
...
22/6 to £3 10
Crystal Sets in Cabinets from
Aluminium Condenser Vanes, fixed and moving,
do, 5c1.
22 24 giinge
Spacers, true to .001. Small, doz. 2d.; large

Three

I

2'6 and

quality. postage 3d. each
Ebonite Knobs, hushed 2 B.A. post. ad. ca.
Condenser Dials, with knobs,
postage 3d. each
Filament Resistances, British, smooth

Top and Bottom Drilled Ebonite Plates 1/3
extra. Vernier 3/-.
Intervalve Transformers, Ratio 31- to 1, finest

mt mahogany

6

/6

Valves. Cossor, 'Ora, Ediswan, not by post
Dutch, not by post
...

Ebonite Knobs, tapped 2 B.A. with brass nut 1st quality, 31d.; 2nd quality
Aerial Wire, 7/22 hard drawn copper, in 100 ft.

6

2

Tinned Copper Wire, 13 gauge, r lb. bobbin

Assembled for
Panel Mounting.

6/2

3

1

postage Cd.

Adjustable 13in pieces.

..

1

.o3o5,

Shell Insulators, postage ad., each
Aerie's tbare copper), too ft., 7,'22

Postage 9d.

Complete.

0

8 9; (Round tops and bottoms), .0,03

VARIABLE CONDENSERS, complete
with Knob, Pointer and Scale.
Capacity.

..

0
0

1

1

French, 4,000, 6 ft. cords,
postage t./-

BRITISH
HEADPHONES
Beautifully finished. Stalloy
Very Light.
1.000 ohms.
viapliragnis.

7 10

,..

p -stage
...
Ericsson, B.B.C., super
sensitive, postage
...
Ericsson, supersensitive...

Postage 9d.

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS.

S.A. Screws, Nuts and Washers, assorted gross,
List, 2d.
Trade supplied.-J. H. Bennett,

WIRELESS ACCESSORIES

21/-

available.

2s.

FELLOPHONE 2 Valve Receiver, abso- £

French "Brunet" Headphones
22/6 Postage 9d.
French "Sidep" Headphones

morning for following week's issle, providing space is

Strong Eye Fixing Screws, 3
Galvanised
shark!, s

"0"

Shackles,

;."

...

...
...

in. by 3 in.
in. 9d.; 1

in.

.

Galvanised Heart Thimbles, .large, 3d.; small
Galvanised I in. Stranded Wire Rope, 50 ft.
Flexible Steel Wire Rope, 50 ft. ...
Best " Yacht " Manila 5 in. rope, 60 ft.
Fine Yarn Manila
in. rope, 60 ft.
in.

Sheet Ebonite,

polished or plain

-f6-

in.

36

by

18

in.

mat,

70

6/6
16/ 1/ -

6d.
9d.
9d.

6d.
2d.
1/9
4/3
4/6
3/3

...

26/3

polished or plain ..

24/5/3
1/246.

Small pieces, 3d. sq. in., per sq. ft. ...
S6- in. by 18 in. mat,

in. Sheet Ebonite,

Small pieces, 3d. sq. in., per sq. ft.
Shellac Varnish, 16s. gal. gill bottles
;

...

Paraffin. Wax, 9 lb., per cake ...
Brats Rod, round, square or screwed,. ai in.
Instrument WireS;

Terininals,
1/3,

1/6,

Engraving on Ebonite, etc., ld. per letter.
Valves.

7j-

Accessories

2/9

WILSON'S EES, E, PUT
The Wired Wireless

A necessity and a Practical Unit
Made in Ebonite, Price 2/6 Post Free

.1. E. WILSON, 3, Lord Place, Hunslet,
Mail Order Dept.

Leeds.

Est. 26 years

ELECTRADIX RADIOS.
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
FROM OUR HUGE STOCKS

Everything from a Wave Meter
lo an Earth Clip.
The best equipped City depot.
COME AND SEE US
9, COLONIAL AVENUE i;
first

opening

on

left

in

the

Minories, nr. Aldgate Station,
Metropolitan Railway.

LESLIE DIXON & CO., ,J ,e,;;,
9,COLONIAL AVENUE, MINORIES, E.1
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ARISTOPHONE

RECEIVER 55

ARISTOPHONE
RECEIVER I lA

A high - grade,

A complete high - grade crystal

self - contained
2 -valve receiver for British Broadcasting.
Can be supplied fitted with Long -

receiver of the Panel Series.
Brown's type " A" adjustable

super -sensitive Head Telephones
are supplied as a standard feature
and are contained in the case.
Exceptionally fine results can be
obtained with this instrument.

wave Selective Reaction Tuner

fir receiving, in addition, Paris
and The Hague.
Other models in 3 and 4 valves.

A complete range of cabinets in all periods, embodying the
highest grade 4 -valve receivers and the finest cabinet work.

Write for particulars of the complete
range of Elwell Wireless, Dept. A,W .

C
54.

.

F. ELWELL°,

Craven House.Kingsway.Lonclonwl
7-.4,0A ono Reoent /007_
ordsjsa7si thod:wv Wrartnt Lonoin

Cod/es:17"o diorny London
e

ern, lin,on Code

(135

432
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DUBILIE

461:k

.4,14'

;

DUBILIER
CONDENSERS.
Quality

44:

Popular Prices.

Products - at

Pecause we concentrate on manufacturing condensers you get good

3

deliveries.

Our policy makes sure that

I1111

in

Dubilier Condensers you get
quality products at popular prices.

DUBILIER MICA CONDENSER, Type 600.
for me in wireless receiver, with or without
Dubilier Grid Leaks

THE

DUBILIER, Type 577,
CONDENSER

is a small power condenser and
is suitable for either transmitters

onent mill. and 0'0000 mid. 216 each
0'001 mid, to 0'005 turd. 3'- each

or receivers. It has extraordinary
small losses and the capacity re-

Cender,ers with grid leaks 5;- each

Tested to 1,030 cults

DUBILIER MICA CONDENSER, Type 600a.

for close mounting in wireless receivers, space
occupies 2; in. a g in.
Below 0.001 mfd.

...

From 0'001 mfd. to 0 005 rad.
Tested to .1,01

mains constant under all con-

2 8 each

3/- each
P VOUS

ditions.
From 0'0001 mid. to 0'01 mid. 7;6 each
Tested to 2,000 volts

Trade terms and descriptive leaflets

of these and large power Dubilier
Condensers will he sent on request

rtr,F,

r, (1 fi r

f,rrsls-r;

The Dubilier Condenser Co.

/ f,10

rdeish,0/e : I

r`

W.12.

llammersinith

"
London."

6(101i,

C01,41".*ENSTirc

OUT:Tr-TER

(1921) Ltd.,

Ducon Works, Galdhawk Rd., London,

--el

FA-if:1'r I'

Tyrri
M117A

-01111141

Pt.TaITZ'

rzlzr;

1055.

Phone,

oll

11
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Stand

No.

37.

MI

British

Wireless Exhibition, Manchester.
March

11th to

24th, 1923.

BATTERIES
The Principal Wireless

Do not risk
using Faulty Parts
Bower's Components are tested and

Manufacturers standardise Exide Batteries with
their valve receiving sets.
They know- what disap-

guaranteed of highest efficiency.

pointment can be experienced by users of
inferior batteries.
Exide Batteries are used

Transformers

17/6
Marconi Osram Valves 17/6
Mullard Ora
15/Finest French Phones
25/ -

all over the World, in
Submarines. on Motor

per Pair

Cars, Aeroplanes and for
all wireless purposes.
They retain their charge

Ebonite Mouldings and all Instrument

Wire of Highest Quality at Lowest
Prices.

for long periods, do not

froth and give longest
life.
6V. 40 AMP. HOUR EXIDE BATTERY

They are used by the British Broadcasting Company for Transmission

Write for revised full Range List No. 9
and ensure success.

INSIST ON AN EXIDE FOR YOUR SET
Obtainable from Wireless Dealers and Exide Service Agents
If in any difficulty write us.
throughout the country.
Ask for Leaflets 4027 and 4030

1141firib

ELECTRICAL STORAGE

vt A' COMPANY LIMITED.

BOWER ELECTRIC LT15 GRAPE STREET,
SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.2.
Back of Princes Theatre.

CLIFTON JUNCTION,
Nr. MANCHESTER.

I

219/229, 511-i-,TIESBURY
AVENUE, W.C:2.

58, DALE END,

'Phone: Regent 2636.

BIRMINGHAM.

Printed and Published in England by CASSELL 8z COMPANY, LIMITED, Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.4. Sole Agent for South Africa, CENTRAL NEWS
AGENCY, LIMITED.
Saturday, March 31, 1323.

